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Need for US utility action on
climate change ‘critical’
he National Association of Clean Water
Agencies (NACWA) and the Association of the
Metropolitan Water Agencies (AMWA) released a
report in November detailing the impacts climate
change can have on US wastewater and drinking
water utilities and estimating the adaptation costs
for these critical facilities to be between $448
billion and $944 billion through to 2050.
‘Now is the time to establish policies, invest in
research, and provide support so that water and
wastewater utilities can begin to plan the necessary adaptation strategies needed to confront the
inevitable impacts of climate change. Timely
action is critical – water and wastewater infrastructure planning and implementation operates
within a 20 to 40 year timeline,’ the report said.
‘Failure to provide a timely response to needed
climate change adaptation will have serious
consequences for the nation.’
Predicted costs are based on greenhouse gas
emission scenarios, regional projections of
climate change effects, sea level rise projections
and mixes of potential adaptations. The impacts
on wastewater and drinking water utilities include
sea level rise and extreme flooding that can
inundate and incapacitate treatment facilities;
water quality degradation and increased treatment requirements; water scarcity and the need
to develop new drinking water supplies; and
lower flows in drought conditions that can affect
the operation of treatment facilities.
Adaptation strategies involve integrating
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aspects of the constructed and natural water
cycle through ‘water portfolio management’ that
provides utilities flexibility to craft sustainable
approaches to suit their specific needs. Water
conservation, new water conveyance and
storage, desalination, and wastewater reuse are
options to help utilities adapt, as well as the use
of grey infrastructure solutions such as levees,
combined sewer overflow tunnels and rapid
disinfection processes, and green technologies
like permeable pavement, rain gardens,
wetlands and swales, and green roofs.
‘This report should motivate policy-makers to
think broadly about how climate change will
affect the management of our vital water
resources,’ Ken Kirk, NACWA’s executive director, said. ‘If we wait too long, the cost of adapting
will only go up, both in terms of the money we will
need to spend on physical changes to our
facilities and in terms of the impacts to our
economy, public health, and the environment.’
‘This report makes clear that global climate
change will not only lead to a host of challenges
for American water systems, but also that
necessary adaptation measures will stretch the
budgets of water utilities to the limit,’ commented
AMWA Executive Director Diane VanDe Hei. ‘In
order to maintain water supplies and protect
public health, Congress must include adaptation
assistance for water systems within any comprehensive climate change legislation it considers.’
(See Analysis, page 6) ● CF

EWA report summarises latest European
benchmarking activities
T
he European Water Association has published
a report on benchmarking which highlights the
usefulness of the technique, while pointing out
that cross-national comparisons were not yet viable.
The report summarises the presentations and
discussions from a workshop that took place in
Cologne in 2009 – the report was compiled in
conjunction with the German Association for
Water, Wastewater and Waste.
The introduction notes that benchmarking
activities are either ongoing or have completed
their first cycle in a number of European countries.
The report notes: ‘Depending on different foci,
sets of performance indicators (PIs) have been
developed, which are not comparable in most
cases – although it may look like this at first sight.
Nevertheless cross-national attempts to compare
evaluation results in European countries are of
great interest and are already in progress.’
The workshop discussed existing approaches
in Europe, differences and similarities of both

monetary and non-monetary key sets of PIs.
The report looks at various case studies that
were presented at the event, including one by
Dr Thomas Ertl from the University of Natural
Resources and Applied Life Sciences in Vienna,
who looked at the benchmarking of large municipal wastewater treatment plants in Austria.
Among his conclusions was that ‘excellent
treatment quality often coincides with low
specific costs, but no clear correlation between
treatment efficiency and operating costs was
observed.’ The quality of staff was key to
success, he added.
Professor Andreas Schulz from Emschergenossenschaft/Lipperverband in Essen looked
at performance indicators for wastewater
services as part of benchmarking in Germany.
He outlined four pillars that summed up the
characteristics for assessing the efficiency of
water supply and wastewater disposal –
customer service, sustainability, economic
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efficiency and reliability, as well as possible assessment
characteristics and examples of key PIs (KPIs).
Dr Stefan Binggeli from InfraConcept in Berne
presented the results from the DACH+NL group, a
working group established by specialist organisations in
Germany, Austria, The Netherlands and Switzerland,
with the aim of defining a reliable and transparent
system of cost and PIs that would allow comparisons on
an international scale.
This work unearthed substantial variations in the
ways that capital costs were determined – for instance
in Austria and Switzerland depreciation is based on
present values, whereas Germany’s federal states
apply both values of replacement and initial values.
Countries apply different lifespans in depreciating
sewers – Austria’s is currently set at 80 years,
whereas Switzerland uses a 33 year depreciation
period. Operating costs also showed substantial
differences – administrative expenses were
considered to a much greater degree in Germany,
for instance.
Other speakers included Vewin’s Peter Dane, who
looked at the European benchmarking cooperation

initiative, which provides a platform to exchange best
practice in management and operations, as well as
benchmarking knowledge and experience.
He explained that around 30 water and wastewater
utilities were involved in the most recent pilot project,
which finished in 2008, and now (with the first regular
benchmarking round starting the same year) 41
participants from 18 countries have joined. Even Israel,
Singapore and Lima have expressed interest, and
cooperation with Canadian and Australian
benchmarking initiatives is planned.
The discussions concluded that one important
premise for comparing benchmarking results is ‘to
speak the same language’, which means to agree on a
uniform set of KPIs. It also noted that ‘in several
European countries the prices for water and wastewater
are kept artificially low. So in the mind of the workshop
participants it could be very helpful to adjust
price calculation.’
The DACH+NL approach was generally accepted as
an appropriate starting point for a European set of PIs,
while noting that they are not sufficient to carry out
complete benchmarking processes. ● LS

Kenya seeks private sector boost to water sector funding
n October Kenya’s government opened gates for
private sector investors to join the water supply
system for profit when it invited qualified private sector
investors to come on board and increase the volume
and quality of water available for the country’s urban
population through harvesting and purifying groundwater
and selling it to water companies that are currently run
by local councils.
Part of the country’s multi-facted approach to raising
additional funding for the country’s water and sanitation
sector, the move caused panic among water
consumers and some lobby groups for its potential
to escalate the cost of water.
The government has also recently promulgated new
guidelines on mobilization of savings and lending for
non-banking institutions in the country. Microfinance
institutions (MFIs) now have the opportunity to finance
selected water projects, especially community projects.
Although the projects’ managements have to raise a
small amount of the total project value, the MFIs would
base their lending decision on a number of factors,
among them management capacity, technical design
and proposals, and financial viability.
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Further legal and policy moves are expected to
increase the efficiency of the more than 142 utilities
spread across the country and their ability to respond to
market demand.
Discussions are on at a ministerial level to separate
ownership of the water companies and the provision of
water and sanitation services. This, Water and Irrigation
minister Mrs Charity Ngilu argues, would enable the
water companies to create sustainable revenue streams
and delink themselves from government influence.
An infrastructure bond issued earlier this year was
fairly successful, having exceeded its US$246 million
target. Part of the proceeds from the bond will go into
financing water sector programmes.
The country has plans to raise US$440 million from
the international market through a sovereign bond. The
plan was shelved mid last year because of the global
economic crunch, which destabilised leading global
capital markets and affected investment plans.
Kenya’s diversified search for more water funding is
aimed at reducing dependence on national coffers to
finance the sector that currently has an annual US$160
million budget. (See Analysis, p4). ● Shem Oirere

Ofwat final decision released for next spending period
fwat, the economic regulator of water and sewerage
charges in England and Wales, has published its
final report of price limits for the 2010-2015 investment
period (AMP 5). This will determine how much water
companies can charge their customers for water and
sewerage services over the next five years, and therefore
how much money these utilities will have for investment
during this period.
Overall the companies will have £22 billion ($36
billion) to spend over the next five years on maintaining
and improving services to consumers, while household
bills remain broadly flat until 2015.
Regina Finn, Ofwat Chief Executive Officer said:
‘People can shop around for the best deal on many
things, but not water. Our job is to do this for them.
Customers have told us that they want us to keep water
and sewage charges flat while maintaining a safe,
reliable supply of water. That’s what we’ve delivered.’
Speaking at the Water 2009 conference earlier this
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year, Finn commented: ‘It’s a 21st century economy
and people expect a 21st century service. It must be
affordable in the long term if we want customers to fund
this sustainably in the long term.
‘If we’re to ensure safe, secure services we need to
be creative as well, not just the sector.’
‘We think efficient pricing is the biggest contribution
to sustainability,’ added Anna Walker, Chief Executive of
the Healthcare Commission and the person appointed
to lead a review into charging for water and sewerage
services in England and Wales. ‘This is about all of us
thinking differently about the resources we’ve got.’
Ofwat’s decision will see more than £935 ($1533)
invested for every property across England and Wales
by 2015, which will be used to improve water supplies,
assets, flooding protection, and waterways and
wetlands, as well as increasing water efficiency and
investment in renewable energy sources.
(See Analysis, page 5) ● CF
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ICSID dismisses appeal against Azurix court case win
he International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) has
dismissed Argentina’s 2006 application to annul a major award to the
now-defunct Azurix Corporation.
Azurix won a 30-year concession in 1999 to run the water and wastewater systems for two of the three regions of Buenos Aires province,
excluding the Buenos Aires city concession which was run by Suez.
In October 2001 Azurix announced that it would withdraw from the
contract from January 2002, accusing the regional government of
‘serious breaches’.
The company, which was the water services division of Enron
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Corporation, instituted an arbitration that year contending among other
things that Argentina had violated several articles of the treaty between the
US and Argentina concerning ‘the reciprocal encouragement and protection of investment’ – among other issues claiming that its investment was
expropriated through measures instituted by the Argentine government.
In 2005 an ICSID tribunal unanimously decided that Argentina had
breached various articles of the treaty and awarded Azurix $165 million
plus interest, considerably less than it had claimed for (in the region of
$600 million). The ad-hoc committee set up to consider Argentina’s
application to have this decision annulled dismissed it in its entirety. ●

AWWA urges creation of federal water infrastructure bank
he American Water Works Association (AWWA) has urged Congress to
create a federal water infrastructure bank to help America invest in its
aging water systems.
In testimony before the House subcommittee on water resources and
environment, Chips Barry, the manager of Denver Water and a former
member of AWWA’s Water Utility Council, told the committee that the US is
best served by water systems that sustain themselves through consumer
rates and other local financing.
However, the federal government can help by providing access to lowinterest loans, he explained. ‘The federal water infrastructure bank would
provide direct low interest financing or loan guarantees for projects of
regional or national significance, or which were simply too large for the state
to accommodate,’ he told the subcommittee.
The federal water infrastructure bank would be able to borrow money
through the federal treasury system at very low rates, like commercial
banks. In turn, the water infrastructure bank would make low-interest loans
for larger water projects that are too big to access the State Revolving Fund.
The fund would also help states that want to leverage their state revolving
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loan fund (SRF) capitalisation grants, making even more capital available
for low interest SRF loans. A federal water infrastructure bank would require
no new taxes, striking the right balance between federal assistance and
local responsibility, Barry added.
AWWA’s testimony was part of a hearing for the proposed Water
Protection and Reinvestment Act, which proposes to raise $10 billion
annually for a water trust fund by taxing various industries.
The AWWA’s testimony noted: ‘More effective tools for financing water
infrastructure include enhancement of the existing state revolving loan fund
programmes. It is particularly important to ensure that large water systems
have guaranteed access to and meaningful participation in SRF
programmes. Other effective tools include removal of the annual volume
caps for private activity bonds for water projects, full-cost pricing for water
service, and creation of a dedicated federal water infrastructure bank.’
Barry said that a key concern for federal trust funds is that Congress
typically does not spend all the funds raised for the stated purpose.
Frequently, money from the funds is either lent to other programmes or not
appropriated for the full amount collected. ●

United Water continues operation of largest recycling
plant in US
nited Water, a subsidiary of Suez Environnement, has announced the
signing of a new five-year agreement with the West Basin Municipal
Water District, a US public water agency.
The agreement, which has an additional potential five-year extension,
includes the operation and maintenance of the district’s Edward C Little
water recycling plant and four satellite facilities, which together make up the
largest water recycling operation of its kind in the US.
West Basin’s Manager of Public and Government Affairs Ron Wildermuth
says the district ‘has always had a policy of using contractors rather than
having a large staff – we think it’s efficient’.
The plant is unique in the US in that it produces five different qualities of
‘designer’ or custom-made recycled water. These are tertiary water (Title
22), which is used for a wide variety of industrial and irrigation uses; nitrified
water, which serves for industrial cooling towers; softened reverse osmosis
(RO) water, which is secondary treated wastewater purified by microfiltration and followed by RO and disinfection – the plant produces up to
12.5 MGD (47.32 MLD) of barrier water for use in protecting South Bay’s
coastal groundwater reservoirs against saltwater intrusion from the Pacific
ocean; pure RO water, which is used for refinery low-pressure boiler feed
water; and ultra-pure double pass RO water for refinery high-pressure boiler
feed water.
Mr Wildermuth explains that some of the water is ‘so pure it has to be
moved in a plastic pipe’ – a nearby Chevron plant uses this tertiary-treated
water for its low-pressure boiler feedwater, for instance.
He explains that the unprecedented range of products start at Los
Angeles’ Hyperion wastewater treatment works, from where secondary
treated effluent is piped to the recycling plant and put through combinations of RO, UV, microfiltration and hydrogen peroxide treatments. Lower
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quality waters (for irrigation, for example) go through coagulation and a
charcoal filter.
Mr Wildermuth adds that visitors from across the world come to see the
works: ‘This is a plant where you can see every type of recycling in the world
in one place.’
In addition, West Basin’s recycled water production reduces the amount
of treated sewage dumped into Santa Monica Bay by 50 tons (45 tonnes) a
day. Working with the Water Replenishment District, West Basin supplies
75% of the water injected into the West Coast groundwater barrier. The goal
is to increase that amount to 100% by 2010.
This use is important to the region because of southern California’s
ongoing severe drought. The effluent is blended with potable water
and supplements the groundwater via a network of injection wells,
enabling the utility to combat the salinisation of the depleted aquifer –
around 80% of the purified effluent ends up in the aquifer and the rest
in the Pacific Ocean.
The increasing salinity of the groundwater has knock-on effects on the
effluent that the recycling plant receives, which is also increasingly saline.
West Basin’s Operations Project Manager Christiana Daisy says that the
utility deals with this significant problem by ‘monitoring the source water
more frequently and monitoring the treatment processes – not only do
we pay attention to it more but we are ready to respond, whether we
have to change the membranes out more frequently or change our
chemical processes.’
The utility also works with its customers and the Hyperion plant to deal
with any issues that might arise, she adds.
The facility was recognized by the National Water Research Institute in
2002 as one of only six national centres for water treatment technologies. ●
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Loans and Tenders

Kenya courts the capital markets

BULGARIA: World Bank approves municipal
infrastructure development project
The World Bank has approved Bulgaria’s
municipal infrastructure development project,
which will help local governments across the
country with investment planning for the water
sector, and in improving the reliability and
quality of water provision in four municipalities.
The project will cost €81 million ($122.12
million) and will finance the preparation of
48 regional master plans, completing the
construction of three dams, which was
interrupted around 20 years ago, and
the rehabilitation of a fourth dam that is
currently operational.
BELGIUM: EIB funds drinking water
infrastructure improvement
The European Investment Bank (EIB) has
granted Compagnie Intercommunale Liégeoise
des Eaux (CILE) a loan of €120 million ($178.3
million) to produce and distribute quality
drinking water to the 540,000 people living
in Belgium’s Liège province. The loan will
enable CILE to finance its investment
programme, which will amount to ?240 million
($356.55 million) over the next five years.
The EIB is providing the funds because the
scheduled works aim to meet EU objectives
for the supply of quality drinking water to
citizens. Old lead piping will be replaced
under the scheme to meet the Drinking Water
Directive requirement to supply water with
a lead content of less than 10ug per litre by
the end of 2013.
CHINA: ADB provides funds to tackle
water shortages
The ADB (Asian Development Bank) is
helping China to enact wide-ranging,
integrated measures in Guiyang, the capital
of Guizhou province, to tackle growing
water shortages caused by rapid growth
and urbanisation. The bank has approved
a $150 million loan for the Guiyang
integrated water resources management
(sector) project, which will finance a portion
of Guiyang municipality’s water sector
development plan through to 2020. The
project will provide significant water resource
benefits to about 1.6 million residents, or
45% of the total population of Guiyang
municipality, with around 240,000 poor
rural dwellers gaining access to safe
drinking water.
INDIA: ADB provides loans to speed up PPP
infrastructure projects
The ADB will provide India up to $700 million
in loans to accelerate its rollout of infrastructure
projects through public-private partnership
(PPP) initiatives. The multi-tranche loan
will fund the second India infrastructure
project financing facility. The loan will be
released over five years to the state-owned
India Infrastructure Finance Company, and
is a follow-on from the first-stage facility of
$500 million, approved in 2007.

Kenya is working to increase funding available in the
water sector by accessing capital markets. SHEM OIRERE
reviews progress and prospects.
inancing of the water and sanitation
sector in sub-Saharan Africa faces a
serious challenge with the falling of
national tax revenues and only six years
until the 2015 deadline to achieve the
sector’s Millennium Development Goal
(MDG) targets.
Indirect taxes, which account for more
than 80 percent of the continent’s
national budgets, have been on the
decline, forcing some of the countries in
the continent to look beyond budgetary
allocations for the $20 billion Africa
needs annually to meet the 2015 MDG’s
funding requirements for water and
sanitation sector. In Kenya for example,
the country is grappling with a national
budget deficit of $2.24 billion on account
of missed tax revenue collection targets.
The situation is replicated elsewhere in
sub-Saharan Africa where, according to
the report ‘Financing infrastructure in the
water and wastewater sector: financial
instruments to meet water sector
challenges’ by the German international
cooperation agency, GTZ, ‘deficiencies in
tax collection system including tax
evasion, corruption, the abuse and
misapplication of provisions on tax
exemption, political interference and the
low capacity of tax collection agencies
are at the root of budget deficits.’
The report says the time for African
governments to seek alternative ways of
funding the water and sanitation sector
is long overdue.
Kenya seems to have taken up the
challenge by turning to the local capital
market for additional funding to finance
the country’s infrastructural development, especially water, energy and roads.
With the falling or stagnation of donor aid
for water and sanitation, an increasingly
cautious group of commercial banks,
and reluctance by private companies to
invest in the sector, the country earlier
this year successfully sought infrastructure development funds from the local
capital market. This though, at $78
billion, is still vastly undercapitalized.
The country launched its first infrastructure bond, seeking to raise $246
million from the domestic market to
finance a number of infrastructure
projects that include water and sanitation. The infrastructure bond, which will
attract 12.5 percent interest a year,
compared to local commercial banks
that offer six percent interest, was
oversubscribed and raised $330 million.
The bond issue followed a systematic
five year implementation of drastic cost
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saving measures by the government in its
recurrent expenditures for various
ministries, climaxing in the doubling of
the annual water budget to $160 million
this year, up from last year’s $80 million.
The figure however is considered far too
little compared to the $1.3 billion the
country needs to effectively finance water
and sanitation programmes. This water
sector budgetary allocation is a mere 0.6
percent of the country’s Gross Domestic
Product (GDP).
In the neighbouring countries of
Tanzania, Uganda, Rwanda and
Burundi, a weak capital market regime
has forced the governments to rely
heavily on donor aid to finance their
water and sanitation sectors. In Tanzania
for example, the authorities are seeking a
massive USD$660 million from development partners and agencies to finance
the country’s water sector programmes
during the current financial year.
Kenya’s Finance minister Uhuru
Kenyatta says a mere $26 million of the
funds realized from the infrastructure
bond would go towards water and
sanitation programmes in a country
where only 38 percent of the population
has access to safe water and a mere 40
percent enjoy sanitation services.
Kenya could have utilised more
funding from its $4.2 billion domestic
bond market, currently dominated by the
corporate segment, but for one reason:
just like many sub-Saharan African
countries no deliberate effort has been
made to strengthen the markets through
legal and policy frameworks that create
more investor confidence.
According to GTZ: ‘The development
of capital market financing instruments is
clearly favourable in the long run for the
development of healthy water utilities that
are self-sustainable for the more the
economy is driven by market, the better
allocation of resources is achieved
through bank and capital market finance
rather through budgetary finance.’
Although efforts have been made to
incorporate the private sector and
empower local authorities to manage the
water supply and sanitation services,
there is still a lot of “government” in the
sector’s management, a scenario that
has hindered effective development and
sustaining of revenue streams to finance
the sector. Kenya’s is a case in point.
The government is currently undertaking water sector reforms initiated in 2003
following the enactment of the Water Act,
leading to the decentralization of water
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provision services to the country’s local
councils. The councils have under the
new law been mandated to form, in
partnership with the private sector, water
companies to supply clean drinking
water and offer sanitation services to the
country’s 35 million people. However,
the government still retains control of the
sector through a state body, the Water
Services Regulatory Authority, which
controls setting of water tariffs and
formation of the water companies.
This leaves local authorities with
little room to be innovative in raising
additional funding.
A UN Habitat report on the water and
sanitation in secondary urban centres
points out on the need for governments
in developing nations to empower local
authorities to attract finance.
‘In order to be able to attract finance
through domestic markets, local authorities and water utilities will need to prove
their worth with strong financial management and corporate governance,’ the
report released two years ago says.
The UN Habitat suggests that ‘central
governments should empower, facilitate
and strengthen the capacity of local
stakeholders in development, structuring, implementing and managing local
projects and services to enable effective
local financing.’
Initiation of water and sanitation
projects is a key election campaign for
many political leaders in sub-Saharan
Africa. The implementation of the
projects is considered an achievement
for those seeking political office and not
necessarily as a right for the tax-paying
water consumer. Because of the lack of
a legal and policy framework to enable
local authorities, also referred to as subsovereign governments, to attract more
finance into the water sector, the
institutions have remained small and
financially less viable and hence unable
to exploit whatever small potential there
is in local capital markets.
As GTZ notes: ‘Smaller municipalities
in countries without a well developed
financial sector have more difficulty in
accessing capital markets as their
projects are often too small to be of
interest to lenders, they lack credit
ratings, are unable to provide investors
with sufficiently reliable information
about the project, have less knowledge
and experience to negotiate loans
through international lenders and
investors fear political interference in
project management or debt service.’
As donor aid declines or becomes
more and more linked to human rights
records, and national budget deficits in
sub-Saharan Africa continue to grow
bigger, debate on state divesture from
the water sector is likely to attract
attention in the region as the time
for the implementation of 2015
MDGs draws near. ●

Investment plans and
customer charges: the
next five years in England
and Wales
Regulator Ofwat has given its final approval of the
spending plans for the next five years for England and
Wales’ water companies. LIS STEDMAN and CATHERINE
FITZPATRICK review the investment programme and
implications for customer bills.

hares in the water companies of
England and Wales leaped at the
end of November as Ofwat, the economic
regulator of water and sewerage services,
pulled back in its final decision for the
AMP 5 2010-2015 customer charging
period from the severe cuts promised in
its draft.
In July, Ofwat said it intended to
reduce the average bill by £14 ($23) over
the five-year period to 2015. The final
determinations mean bills remain
‘broadly flat’, with an average fall of £3
($5) from £343 ($569) to £340 ($564),
or 0.5% a year before inflation.
Water shares bucked the general trend
on the back of the news, with Severn
Trent leaping 5.5% to £10.44 ($17.33) a
share, United Utilities adding 3% to
£4.95 ($8.22), Pennon Group 3.5% to
£5 ($8.30) and Northumbrian Water
Group around 4.7% to £2.74 ($4.55).
Compared to what companies asked
for in their business plans, Ofwat’s
determination will nevertheless mean
average bills will be about £34 ($56)
(10%) lower by 2015. On a company-bycompany basis, the Ofwat figure varies
from a 0.4% reduction for United
Utilities to a 1.7% increase for
Northumbrian Water.
Even so, there are still significant
variations in actual reductions or
increases by the end of the five year
period – Anglian Water and Dwr Cymru,
for instance, will have average bills
reduced by 7% but Essex and Suffolk
Water (part of the Northumbrian Water
Group) will see its average bill increased
by 13%. Thames Water, which had
protested strongly against its draft
determination, gains an average 3% rise,
and unmetered South West Water
customers could see a 29% rise in bills.
Essex and Suffolk’s bill increase,
despite appearances, will be 10% less in
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2015 than it would have been under
company plans. Hartlepool, part of the
Anglian Water Group, will see its bills
15% lower than it had hoped.
The companies will nevertheless have
a chunky £22 billion ($36 billion) capital
spend – a 7% increase on the current
plan – which Ofwat said ‘is a significant
programme and… higher than any
previous five-year period’. The figure is
£1.3 billion ($2.13 billion) higher than in
the draft determination.
Ofwat CEO Regina Finn said: ‘People
can shop around for the best deal on
many things, but not water. Our job is to
do this for them.
‘Customers have told us that they want
us to keep water and sewage charges flat
while maintaining a safe, reliable supply
of water. That’s what we’ve delivered.
‘There’s more to this than just low bills,
it’s about what customers get for their
money. We’ve scrutinised every pound
in the companies’ plans to make sure
they deliver what customers want.
At a fair price.
‘We’re allowing companies to invest
more than ever before, £22 billion. We’re
making sure it’s invested in the right
place, at the right time, for the right price.
Everyone will see real benefits from
these proposals.
‘It doesn’t end here. We will now make
sure the companies deliver on their
promises. If they don’t, we’ll take action
to protect customers.’
The capital expenditure will include
improvements to 140 water treatment
works and 550 wastewater treatment
works; improvements or replacement of
over 10,000km of water mains; solving
sewer flooding for over 6300 properties;
and moves to protect ten million
customers against supply shutdowns
resulting from extreme events such
as flooding.
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Companies also have to meet
ambitious leakage reduction, water
efficiency and metering targets and will
be investing in renewable energy sources
to reduce their carbon emissions and
keep water bills down.
£12.9 million ($21.1 million) of the
capital expenditure is earmarked for
maintaining and replacing assets, and
£4.6 billion ($7.5 billion) will be spent on
improving drinking water and the
environment. £2.7 billion ($4.4 billion)
will be targeted at ensuring there is
sufficient water and wastewater treatment capacity to meet future demand
and £1.1 billion ($1.8 billion) will go on
improving service levels. £900,000 ($1.5
million) is earmarked for major projects
such as large sewers.
The Consumer Council for Water
(CCW) gave Ofwat ‘seven out of ten’ for
its determinations. The consumer
protection body said: ‘While there is
some good news for water customers, as
on average bills will remain about the
same, the watchdog is concerned that
Ofwat has eased off on water companies’
efficiency targets – causing higher bills
for some water customers.’
CCW added: ‘Today’s announcement
suggests that Ofwat was arguably
unrealistic in its draft decisions back in
July when it suggested that average bills
would fall by £14 ($23). At this point,
eight out of ten customers told the
Consumer Council for Water that this
deal would be acceptable.’
However, Ofwat had omitted some
important elements of customers’
priorities, CCW said, such as reducing
the risk of sewer flooding; maintaining
pipes, sewers and treatment works;
securing safe, reliable water for the
future, and reducing leakage. CCW
noted: ‘The Consumer Council for Water
lobbied the regulator hard to include
these priorities – improvements which
could have been made while still allowing
price reductions. In its final decision,
Ofwat has included many of these
customer priorities but it also has
significantly eased the pressure on
water companies to be more efficient –
meaning that some customers will face
higher bills than they are willing to pay.’
Dame Yve Buckland, Chair of the
Consumer Council for Water, said: ‘The
overall deal will be acceptable to many
customers who told us that they wanted
bills to remain flat, and over England and
Wales, average bills are actually going
down by one per cent. However, we
would give the deal a seven out of ten
because Ofwat has eased off on the
companies, meaning that some
customers will face higher bills.’
However, she warned: ‘Even though
prices are generally flat, there is still an
issue of affordability for many water
customers. When we ask them ‘are your
water bills affordable?’ one in five

customers tells us no. We are concerned
that this reduction in prices still isn’t
sufficient to solve the problem, so we
will continue to press government
to provide better support for
such households.’
The Water Industry Commission for
Scotland separately decided to maintain
water bills at 5% below inflation over the
next five years. Around £2.5 billion ($4
billion) will be spent north of the border
over that period.
Linked to water company investment
and customer bills is the issue of increasing water metering in England and Wales
from the current 36% coverage. At the
time of writing, the final review of metering and charging for water and sewerage
services in England and Wales proposed
by Defra (Department for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs) and led by Anna
Walker, Chief Executive of the Healthcare
Commission, had yet to be released. The
draft report, released in July of this year,
said that there was a strong case for
metering in water stressed areas and
Ofwat should provide leadership in its
implementation, but affordability was a
major issue for low income and large
families and needed to be addressed.
Speaking at the Customer Metering
Water 09 conference held earlier this
year, Anna Walker felt that the issue of
water shortages was a major incentive
for the development of an overall policy
for the nation-wide plan for water
metering, and that water efficiency in
the home is also an area that needs
further discussion.
‘We can either achieve something in
dribs and drabs over a long period or we
can achieve something coherent through
strong leadership from Ofwat,’ Walker
commented. ‘The water sector needs to
look at the issue now [of water shortages]
with vision and leadership before it
becomes an immediate issue. There
isn’t a crisis now but there could be a
significant one.’
With the upcoming implementation of
smart metering for the energy sector, this
is an area that Walker felt also needed
looking into for the water sector: ‘I don’t
know whether smart metering is the way
forward, but the water sector needs to
show leadership so this issue is
investigated thoroughly otherwise it will
be a national opportunity wasted.’
In the interim report, the team
comments that ‘there are gaps in the
available information’ of the costs and
benefits of metering, and that regarding
a ‘demand reduction of around 10
percent from the introduction of
measured charging… there is
uncertainty around these estimates’,
so further research is therefore
needed before definite advantages
and disadvantages of widespread
metering implementation can
be defined. ●
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Cost of
US utility
adaptation to a
changing climate
The recent report released
by the Association of
Metropolitan Water
Agencies and the National
Association of Clean Water
Agencies has given
estimates of the potential
costs facing US water and
wastewater utilities over the
next 40 years as they adapt
to changing environmental
conditions. LIS STEDMAN looks
at the potential impacts
climate change may have
across the US as well as
the investments required
to mitigate the risk to
these services.
report released by the Association of
Metropolitan Water Agencies (AMWA)
and the National Association of Clean
Water Agencies (NACWA) in the US this
October has estimated the total cost of
water and wastewater utility climate
adaptation efforts in the US to the year
2050 at a colossal range of between
$448 billion and $944 billion.
CH2M Hill produced the estimate
after examining the projected regional
impacts of climate change on
water resources.
AMWA has said it will use the report to
make members of Congress more aware
of the climate adaptation challenges
facing water systems, and to advocate
for water utility adaptation assistance
as part of comprehensive climate
change legislation.
The report, ‘Confronting climate
change: an early analysis of water and
wastewater adaptation costs’, has three
objectives: characterisation of climate
change impacts on potable water and
wastewater services based on greenhouse gas scenarios and projected
regional climate change effects; helping
policymakers to begin to understand the
challenges they face in ensuring these
services continue in the face of the
changing climate; and providing early
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cost estimates on which policies to
address the challenges can be based.
The cost estimates are based on
reports from utilities, engineering
experts and others based on the
scenario projections outlined above, and
various mixes of potential adaptation
measures. As well as traditional
approaches, the report considers upand-coming technologies such as green
infrastructure (such as permeable
pavement, rain gardens, wetlands and
swales, and green roofs) as ways of
managing local temperature and
precipitation impacts and increasing
community resiliency, but because the
cost-benefits of such systems are not yet
quantified, this discussion only focuses
on qualitative aspects.
The two utility associations provide
grim warnings based on this work, such
as: ‘Failure to provide a timely response
to needed climate change adaptation
will have serious consequences for
the nation.’
The general nature of the message is
largely due to a key issue highlighted in
the report, that ‘while the assessment is
based on the most comprehensive water
and wastewater utility databases
available (as well as publicly available
climate change projections), the
inherent uncertainty of climate change
projections, combined with incomplete
cost databases, means that estimates
could change as additional information
becomes available.’
This does not necessarily mean the
estimates are likely to be too high. The
report also stresses that the figures do
not include larger societal costs such as
impacts to the environment and public
health. Nevertheless, it states that
‘multiple climate models agree that the
impacts discussed in this report are
likely to occur through 2050’.
Adding to the complexity of the cost
equation, the authors observe that ‘while
the report focuses on the impacts and
costs of climate change adaptation to
water and wastewater utilities, it
acknowledges that our water and
wastewater sectors influence, are
influenced by, and sometimes overlap
with ecosystems, health, agricultural
water use, and stormwater management, all of which are subject to climate
change impacts. However, while they
are related (for example, wastewater
utilities provide ecosystem flows through
treated wastewater discharge and
non-potable water for agriculture), costs
for these sectors are not broken out in
this assessment.’
The report sets out a number of
impacts common to all six regions (as
set out by the US Global Change
Research Program, which characterises
geographic distinctions in climate,
slightly modified to correspond to state
boundaries). These include sea level

rises and storm surge impacts (except in
the Midwest); increased extreme
precipitation events; anticipated
increased regulation for wet weather
management; increased disrupted
service from flooding; declining water
quality, increased treatment requirements and higher energy demand.
It also sets out specific impacts that
will affect individual regions. In the
Northeast region, potable water utilities
will have increased storage needs
resulting from earlier snowmelt and
increased extreme precipitation events,
and wastewater utilities will face
increased demand for maintaining
the quality and quantity of discharges
to rivers and streams for
environmental purposes.
Potable water utilities in the southeast
will face greater uncertainty of supply,
and wastewater utilities will experience
increased demand, again, to maintain
an increased quality and quantity
of discharges.
The Midwest and Central Plains will
also face greater supply uncertainties
and wastewater issues common to all
utilities. The Northwest will also face
supply uncertainties and discharge
quality and quantity demands. In the
parched Southwest, where the costs are
predicted to be highest (between $137
and $274 billion on the potable side)
supply uncertainties will increase, and
there will be ‘increased need to optimise
water use, conservation, reuse,
operations and storage’.
Alaska will have increased storage
needs on the potable side, and the
wastewater utilities will face impacts
common to all regions. Hawaii’s potable
and wastewater utilities will face impacts
common to all regions, and Puerto Rico’s
potable systems will face supply uncertainties, with the wastewater utilities
facing common impacts.
The report also summarises the
actions that will have to be taken, both
for potable water and wastewater.
Drinking water utilities are likely to have
to increase their focus on conservation,
to extend existing supplies; they will
have to use new sources including
desal, wastewater reuse, and lower
quality groundwater.
Increased storage and conveyance
will be needed, to manage new sources
and accommodate changes in the timing
and intensity of precipitation and runoff.
Increased treatment will be needed
where heavier rains increase turbidity.
Wastewater reuse and recycling to
augment supplies will require
advanced treatment and usually
extra distribution infrastructure.
Plants in coastal areas will have to
adapt to address plant or conveyance
flooding damage, and adapting to inland
flooding may require extra protection in
the form of levees or other structures –

though this will be more of a problem for
wastewater treatment works, which are
typically low-lying, recent flooding
has affected plants, intakes and
distribution systems.
Finally, the report predicts ‘creating
water management portfolios that
combine and integrate these various
water supply and treatment components
to add flexibility and support sustainable
water supply.’
Wastewater utilities will have to make
greater use of both green and grey
infrastructure to manage wet weather
flows, as well as more rapid treatment
technologies. The report warns: ‘Though
green infrastructure technologies can
help manage larger volumes of stormwater to some degree, these approaches
alone are not sufficient. As witnessed by
the recent Georgia flooding, wastewater
plants can quickly become overwhelmed
and discharge partially-treated or raw
sewage during extreme storm events
unless there is sufficient capacity to
handle the extra volume.’
Wastewater authorities will also
have to implement ‘increased effluent
treatment (including cooling) to address
probable increasing surface water
temperatures of receiving water bodies,
whose long-term ecological health will be
compromised under climate change,’
the report predicts.
They will also have to encourage
greater use of recycling and reuse
technologies, so wastewater can
compensate for the decrease in the
amount of available water. Pump
stations will have to be raised, levees
built and in some cases treatment plants
relocated so that rising sea levels do not
render the plants inoperable.
CH2M Hill’s authors warn:
‘Timely action is critical – water and
wastewater infrastructure planning and
implementation operates within a 20 to
40 year timeframe.
‘Failure to provide a timely response
to needed planning for climate
change adaptation will have serious
consequences for the nation,’ they add.
Dire disruption to or long-term loss of
water or sanitation services to homes,
municipalities and industry are
examples of the serious consequences
that can be expected.
The conclusion prominently features
a quote from Patricia Mulroy, general
manager of the Southern Nevada
Water Authority. In her testimony
before the House Energy and
Commerce subcommittee on Energy and
the Environment, Adapting to Climate
Change, in April 2009, she told her
eminent audience: ‘Americans have a
remarkable ability to overcome adversity.
We in the water industry respectfully ask
that you support our efforts to adapt to
and surmount the challenge of our
changing climate.’ ●
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Cautious optimism for
long-term PSP prospects
The water sector continues to see growing involvement of
the private sector in the provision of water and wastewater
services, but the overall global picture is shaped by a
number of trends. KEITH HAYWARD spoke with DR DAVID LLOYD
OWEN, author of the latest edition of the Pinsent Masons
Water Yearbook, about his latest assessment of prospects
for private sector participation.

t a global level, the prospects for
those in the private sector seeking to
provide water and wastewater services
look positive. According to the latest
edition of the annual water sector review
from international law firm Pinsent
Masons, an estimated 12% of the world’s
population, some 802 million people,
have either water or wastewater services,
or both, provided through private sector
participation (PSP). That is up from an
estimated 10% in 2006. What is more,
the forecast for 2015 is put at 16% of the
population. That is the same proportion
projected for 2015 in 2008 but, due to
population growth, the projected absolute
figure is now put at two million more, at
1,163 million. According to the report,
this picture for the future of PSP reflects ‘a
tentatively optimistic outlook
since 2005’.
But behind these headline figures
there are a number of different trends
that combine to create this overall
picture, not least the overwhelming
importance of the Chinese market.
Around a third – 32% – of the world’s
population served by the private sector is
in China, and in terms of the number of
people involved between 46% and 72%
of all PSP contract awards have been in
China since 2001. Also, of the nine
companies around the world involved
with PSPs newly identified as significant
players, five are Chinese – Beijing
Enterprises Water Group, Easen
International, Ming Hing Waterworks,
Guangdong Golden Dragon, and
Beijing Herocan.1
‘As far as PSP goes, for the last half
decade China has been driving the sector
and that remains the case,’ comments
report author Dr David Lloyd Owen, who
runs water market consultancy
Envisager. And this is set to continue:

A

‘The only real question is how much,’
adds Lloyd Owen. Central to that, he
says, is the question of whether the major
players in China, such as Beijing Capital,
Shanghai Industrial and, now, Beijing
Enterprises Water Group, can expand
from their current level of serving
perhaps 8-12 million people to having a
more extensive presence across China,
much as Lyonnaise des Eaux and
Generale des Eaux do in France. ‘In other
words, having as profound a presence in
a number of regions [and] provinces and
addressing tens of millions of people,’
says Lloyd Owen. ‘So I think that’s the big
challenge – stepping up the capacity.’

The rise in local activity
The other major trend identified is a more
complex one and essentially relates to
the rise in the number of local companies
involved in PSP provision of water and
wastewater services, as opposed to the
involvement of international players.
The Pinsent Masons Water Yearbook
series has tracked progress of contract
awards from different perspectives. One
perspective is whether contracts have
been awarded to companies working in
one country only, regionally, or globally.
Another is whether or not awards are in
Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) countries. The
other is whether or not awards are to
companies working in their home
country. It should be noted then
that, given these definitions, these
perspectives will also encompass
the activity in China.
Early on these perspectives were
influenced very much by the privatisation
of the water sector in England and Wales
in 1989. But since then some general
trends have emerged across these three
perspectives. In terms of population
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served, for the first perspective the
picture for water and wastewater in
1990-94 was local 33%, regional 2%
and international 66%, but according to
the latest update the corresponding
figures for 2005-2009 are now 49%,
12% and 47%.2 Similarly, 46% of the
population served by PSP for water and
wastewater were in OECD countries in
1990-94, but by 2005-2009 this had
dropped to 21%.3 And according to the
third perspective, 47% of the population
served by PSP for water and wastewater
were served by companies operating in
their home country in 1990-94, but by
2005-2009 this had risen to 61%.4
Alongside this, the report now covers
157 PSP companies working in
29 countries. There are now more
companies from non-OECD countries
identified than from OECD countries –
80 compared to 77 – with 22 of the nonOECD ones in advanced developing
countries and 58 in developing
countries.5 This contrasts with, say,
1999, when non-OECD companies
were ‘emphatically in the minority’,
says Lloyd Owen. ‘So we passed a
certain milestone there,’ he adds.
Lloyd Owen attaches a note of caution
or modesty to his assessments, in that
the figures are based on when he
becomes aware of developments rather
than when the developments happen.
For example, in China he acknowledges
that whereas previously it was relatively
straightforward to hear about new
contracts for the likes of Suez and Veolia,
it may now take more time for him to
pick up on new contracts, and he
comments that a lot of the new Chinese
contracts added this year are from 2007
and 2008. Also, attention is focused on
companies who can be regarded as
significant players, with less detailed
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analysis of secondary companies. But
even with these provisos, is Lloyd Owen
confident there is a real trend that more
companies are appearing? ‘Definitely,
and one of the interesting things for
example, amongst the ‘tiddlers’ – the
companies which I don’t actually cover
but I just mention very briefly – they
accounted for 5% in terms of population
served in 2008 and this year 6%. So
they’re growing, and also the number
of people they serve and the average
number of people per contract served
is growing... Right across the board
we’re seeing the emergence of
smaller companies.’
This rise in smaller, local companies
does carry a potential risk, in that they
may lack the expertise or economies of
scale of larger international players. ‘On
the other hand,’ comments Lloyd Owen,
‘local companies might be better placed
for local finance, local expertise, etc.’
Equally, these potential benefits of larger
international players may not be critical.
‘If you’re dealing with a relatively
straightforward thing, connecting 10,000
people to a basic potable water service,
that’s a much simpler job than dealing
with many millions in a major city,’
he adds.
‘So we’ve moved on from the, what
you might call, classic model [of] 1015 years ago – the IFC (International
Finance Corporation) big international
concession model, one size fits all, into a
much more nuanced picture where
there’s a great variety of companies
which would appear to be capable of
taking on contracts right across the
world,’ concludes Lloyd Owen.
Indeed, the report also includes a
summary of data to 2005 on alternative
operational models supported by the
World Bank.6 Such experiences highlight
the role PSP can have in playing a part in
responding to the needs of those without
water and wastewater services – needs
that without formal service provision of
some kind would otherwise have to be
met by informal service providers.

Market prospects
With this rise of local players, then, what
are the prospects for the international
players working in the sector?
There is caution around the sector.
Here the report cites World Bank data on
the 662 PSP contracts it supported from
1990 to 2008.7 Of these, 60, or 34% in
terms of total investment, were either
cancelled or in distress in 2008. This
sets water apart – in a negative sense –
from other sectors such as telecoms,
electricity and transport, where the
corresponding figure is 4-8%.8 The main
reason for this is that water is a highly
political sector. ‘You have a large lobby
that believe that the private sector should
never be involved in water and another
large lobby very closely allied to it which

believes that water should always be
free,’ says Lloyd Owen. ‘Of course with
that free water you get free cholera, free
dysentery and the right for free to excrete
in the open. Personally I don’t think that
freedom is very good value.’
But things are improving. ‘Across the
world we’re dealing with rhetoric and
clichés, that is one of the reasons why it’s
a risky area, but the degree of risk has
been falling as people have grown up
and started to understand the nature of
the beast,’ says Lloyd Owen. ‘It’s still risky
but it also just shows just how important
it is to have the right contract for the right
place and the right capacity building
before a contract takes place. You can’t
just march in and privatise or have PSP
out of nowhere, it’s got to be part of a
long standing process, sometimes taking
many years. So the right contract for the
right place at the right stage and it can
deliver, but if it’s just seen as a piece
of sticking plaster, I’m afraid it will
come off.’
And the sector clearly can be attractive to the private sector. For example,
the report describes the merger and
acquisition activity in the sector as

‘There’s a great variety of companies which
would appear to be capable of taking on
contracts right across the world.’
Dr David Lloyd Owen
‘remarkably intense over the past
decade’,9 and it notes in relation to an
OECD study of innovative financing
mechanisms that bond defaults ‘remain
far rarer than in all the other sectors’.10
And Lloyd Owen highlights this in the
context of the recent fortunes of the
global economy. ‘During the last 18
months, this financial crisis has been
very educational looking at the way the
water sector has performed. A very good
example of this has been the coupon
(interest rate) on corporate debt in
Britain, which for the water sector
has been lowered by an order of
magnitude compared to some other
sectors like industrial. So the financial
investors do appreciate that, beyond
the headlines, things like corporate
debt and municipal debt in the water
sector have tended to perform very
conservatively and strongly.’
But as far as prospects are concerned,
Lloyd Owen’s analysis is built on an
assessment of the prospects for PSP in
individual countries. And as the report
notes, ‘What has been consistently
evident over past years is that nothing
can be taken for granted when it comes
to assessing market developments
and prospects.’11
A whole range of factors potentially
come into play. ‘Quite often it’s a
relatively subjective process... the

political state the countries are in,
corruption, the attractiveness to
international or national investors,
economic prognosis, whether they
have, for example, a relatively large
and relatively developed capital city
which can act as the staging post for
international development,’ says Lloyd
Owen. ‘So it’s a lot of factors put together
which tend to favour certain countries
quite dramatically over others.’
With the original horizon for his
projections of 2015 getting close, the
latest report includes new projections for
2025. According to the report, by 2025,
45-55% of the urban market will
potentially be ‘suitably placed’ for PSP.12
Building up from his country projections,
Lloyd Owen has increased his projection
for the proportion of the world’s
population that will be served by PSP in
2025 from 19% to 20%, representing an
absolute figure of over 1,600 million
people. That may not appear to be a
radical shift, but, as Lloyd Owen
explains: ‘What we’re seeing is continuity
from something really which evolved in
the early ‘80s world-wide. So it’s decades
and decades of developing the private
sector’s involvement in water... [The]
private sector is not a one size solution.
It’s not the only solution, it’s very much a
part of the package, and there are
certain economies or certain types of
economies which for the foreseeable
future will not be suitable for water for the
private sector to be involved in. So that’s
a reason for the relative degree of
conservatism.’ Overall then, this headline
figure reflects what Lloyd Owen says is a
‘cautious optimism’. ●

For more information:
Pinsent Masons Water Yearbook 2009-2010.
See http://wateryearbook.pinsentmasons.com
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The role of business technology in 21st
Century utility management
With a wide range of current and upcoming challenges
facing utilities, a computer infrastructure is necessary to
increase efficiency across the business. BASTIAN FISCHER
discusses the role of smart metering, smart grids and
spatial systems in the move towards providing detailed
data for network management.

he 21st Century has ushered in
an era of deep environmental
concern.The threat of global
climate change has made
governments, industry, and
consumers around the world think
more about their way of life and
how they contribute to long-term
sustainability.As a result, many
of us are having to reprioritise
issues, rethink business plans,
and reconsider the relationships
between people and resources.
Nowhere is this focus on
sustainability clearer than in water
utilities.A decade ago, many water
utility executives saw their biggest
future challenge as replacing an aging
distribution infrastructure.Today, while
that challenge remains, it has become
part of a far larger issue: how can water
utilities support communities and their
economies as populations grow, given
that fresh water supplies at best remain
level and in many regions are shrinking
dramatically?There is no single answer
to this question – water sustainability
requires actions from every
stakeholder: customers, governments,
environmental groups, regulators, and
utilities themselves.
Eliminating water wastage is an
obvious first step. However, simply
replacing leaking pipelines will not do
the job alone. Help must be enlisted
from customers and staff to improve
efficiency and support conservation
programmes.The primary way of
doing this is through business
technology – by using computer
applications and infrastructure to
identify and resolve process

T

inefficiences, bolster service delivery,
improve customer service, and ensure
regulators and customers are provided
with sound and effective practices
across all areas of the utility business.
Challenges for water utilities
Water utilities face a number of
challenges, among these is the need to
install and replace infrastructure,
minimise loss and waste, and prepare
for floods and drought. In addition to
these challenges is the need to meet
customer expectations for efficient
service, cost minimisation, actionable
usage data, and support as communities
change the habits of a century and
adopt sustainable practices.
Water utilities cannot solve these
issues alone.They need the cooperation
and support of local and regional
governments, communities, and above
all, customers.At the same time, water
utility executives need to take responsibility by educating stakeholders,
organising projects, and administering
programmes that will ensure success.
Business technology for the 21st
Century water utility
A strong business technology
infrastructure with integrated software
applications at supply can help water
utilities build sustainable water distribution systems that minimise cost,
maximise safety, encourage economic
development, and protect the environment whilst delivering fair, reliable and
professional customer service. But
creating such an infrastructure is no
easy task. Having a broad overview
of available technologies and the way
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they fit together is essential. It is also
important to understand these
technologies in the context of water
industry trends.
Aging pipelines and increasing
demand force many water distribution
utilities to pour increasing amounts of
treated water into increasingly leakprone pipelines for customers largely
unaware of the long-term environmental costs of their use.A first step
away from this downward spiral is to
ensure that all water use is wise use.
Customer conservation programmes
are an increasing imperative.They help
stabilise volume, ease wear and tear on
a utility’s physical assets and reduce
use of water purification chemicals,
thus cutting costs while slowing
environmental damage.
Detailed information through
smart metering
Water utilities can take the first step in
preparation for the 21st Century
challenge by implementing smart
meters. Smart metering provides more
detailed information than traditional
Automatic Meter Reading (AMD)
and has been designed to replace
representatives that go door-to-door
to read meter readers with
centralised collection.
By switching to smart metering,
water utilities are provided with several
benefits that contribute significantly
to water sustainability.The most
important is the provision of display
devices that show water use in real
time to help customers detect leaks.
While diligent customers may, a few
times a year, turn off all water and
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check an outside meter to ensure
there is no flow, most meters are
deliberately located in out-of-the-way
areas that make it hard to detect new,
small leaks.A conveniently located,
on-premises monitor can help a
customer notice a leak.The need for
this will grow in importance as water
issues escalate.
Smart metering also allows water
utilities to detect leaks themselves.
This delivers a number of opportunities such as the ability to offer
customers leak insurance.Additionally,
regulators concerned about reducing
leakage are able to establish performance-based incentives for utilities to
reduce water loss.The faster utilities
can detect the size and prioritise
repairs for leaks, the greater their
ability will be to take advantage of
these incentives.
Overall, smart metering delivers
better services without incremental
costs.Although some argue that the
costs for smart metering systems are
significant, once implemented, the
benefits delivered are far greater. One
of the many benefits is the ability for
utilities to obtain off-cycle,‘final’
meter reads for customers moving or
leaving the area. In such a situation the
utility is able to couple these real-time
final meter reads with online or
credit-card bill payment that enable
utilities to collect bills immediately
that would otherwise have taken
weeks or months to reach the
relocated customer.
Furthermore, utilities are given
access to remote-disconnect meters
which reduce the cost of sending field
crews to the premises of customers
who have either requested disconnection or who are being disconnected
for not paying a bill.Another valuable
benefit is the accuracy in bills – with
smart metering, utilities can ensure
that almost all bills are based on actual
meter reads than on estimates; this
reduces calls to the contact centre and
improves customer satisfaction.
Furthermore, with smart metering,
utilities can offer prepayment options
too.At the same time, smart metering
can provide feedback to staff on the
effectiveness of various conservations
programmes that enable them to make
rapid changes.
One of the challenges associated
with the move towards smart
metering is the inevitable increase in
the amount of meter data utilities
must handle.To solve the problem of
too much data, water utilities can
implement a meter data management
(MDM) application specifically
designed to gather large volumes of
data from multiple meter types, store
it, and process it according to specific
utility needs.

Smart grids for water
The smart grid is another step forward
for water utilities is becoming more
sustainable.The term smart grid most
frequently describes electricity transmission and distribution networks that
maximise efficiency and flexibility
through use of advanced sensors,
distributed computing, communications, and sophisticated analysis tools.
In the 21st Century, the term will
increasingly describe sophisticated
technologies for managing the
physical assets that comprise the
water distribution infrastructure.
Smart grids are efficient and flexible
systems requiring both increased
network control and stronger links to
customers.They can be seen as an
activity hub in which integrated
applications exchange large volumes of
processed and raw data to inform other
applications where appropriate.
Water utilities can receive substantial
benefits from the smart grid. It can help
reduce the carbon impact as it allow
utilities to manage their distribution
grids more efficiently, which means less
power needs to be generated, creating
fewer emissions and reducing the
frequency and duration of outages.
Moreover, smart grids can improve the
speed and accuracy with which utilities
can control pumps and lift stations,
wells, tanks and valves, as well as
identify and report problems involving
filtration, chlorinisation and water
quality.Another key benefit is the
ability to detect and pinpoint the
location of leaks that occur outside of a
customer’s premise.
Spatial data technologies
An additional challenge for utilities
is the ability to locate assets, especially
since many are underground.Water
utilities were one of the first industries
to implement spatial systems, otherwise
known as geographic information
systems (GIS), which provided
initially two-dimensional, and
now three-dimensional coordinates
that speed repair and prevent
unnecessary digging.
In the 21st Century, spatial
information will go far beyond assets.
Today’s spatial databases attach location
information to such data points as
customers, water sources, water speed
and direction, consumption, use of
billing plans, and much more. Spatial
analysis then turns what were once
dense tables and charts into easy-tounderstand maps that help staff grasp
previously obscure patterns and
identify trends.This ability to see on a
map, for instance, the effect of individual conservation programmes greatly
improves a utility’s ability to terminate
programmes that are not working, alter
instabilities, and expand the most

successful in ways tailored to the
behaviour of different neighbourhoods. Fortunately the effort to
represent data spatially is considerably
less than the costly transition from
paper maps to GIS.
Spatial information helps water
utilities detect and resolve differences
in data before they become problems.
It bolsters the speed with which
utilities can formulate and verify
strategy. It also offers tools that help
customers, regulators, and other
audiences comprehend proposals
and participate meaningfully in
policy planning.
Taking leadership
No matter which technologies utilities
decide to adopt, executive leadership
will be essential to its success.A utility’s
top executives have the position and
authority to inspire the confidence
of every internal and external
stakeholder and only these executives
can win the commitments needed
to solve the challenge of water
sustainability. It may not be fair to
ask already pressured water executives
to accept these greatly enlarged
responsibilities. But without their
time, their decision-making
capability, and their authority, no
technology plan can succeed.
Once the essential step of executive
commitment has been secured
there remains the importance of
providing the necessary information
and education to regulators, policy
makers, and customers on critical
issues along with the cost and benefits
of address the issues.There are a few
progressive water utilities that have
already recognised the need to
make these essential steps and are
in the early phase of implementations.
Additionally, in order to overcome
the challenges associated with
achieving water sustainability cost
effectively, water utilities need access to
an integrated infrastructure of 21st
Century business software applications.
Without this, utilities risk over-staffing,
poor performance, water wastage,
compliance failures, and project
cost overruns. By having a solid
application infrastructure – especially
one optimised for water utility business
processes – water utilities will be able
to maximise opportunities to meet the
most important goals: matching water
supply and demand at affordable prices
that preserve communities and foster
economic growth. ●
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The paradox of water consumption and tariff setting
because work has to be done anyway’.
And, as you know, water utilities with a
public mission must continuously
invest to renew their production and
distribution assets, to ensure public
health and to face challenges in the
near future.

In Flanders, Belgium, customers receive much of their
water for free under social legislation. JAN HAMMENECKER
points out the paradoxes this creates and argues for a
different approach.
MW is the largest water
company in Flanders, the
northern region of Belgium.The
water company distributes about
112 million m3/year potable water
to 2.6 million people, which gives
an average yearly consumption of
43m3/inhabitant.
From the east to the west three
different water tariffs are applicable and
the water consumption is inversely
proportional: the lower the consumption, the higher the water tariff.
So, in the western part of the
Flanders region, domestic consumption has been decreasing slightly
over the years, reaching the minimum
of about 80 l/capita/day. In the
eastern part, the consumption level
is 33% higher, reaching some
107 l/capita/day.
Compared to European
consumption levels, this domestic
consumption in Flanders is one of the
lowest. In fact, with an average of 105
l/capita/day,VMW comes third in
international benchmarking.This is
extremely low, compared to the
benchmark average and maximum
consumption of 145 l/capita/day and
233 l/capita/day respectively.

V

The paradox of social regulation and
tariff setting
The Flanders region has its own water
regulation and legislation, as the
subsidiarity principle is applied for
water supply.
In 1997, the Flemish government
obliged the water companies, as a social
regulation, to supply 15m3/capita/year
of tap water for free, an equivalent of
40 l/capita/day.This means that up to
50% of the domestic consumption is
for free, a quite unique situation in the
world.This also means though that a
potential decrease of water consumption of 1% must be compensated by a
2% rise in the water tariffs, because
only half of the consumption is billed.
A new consequence of supplying
free water was raised in 2005, when the
water companies started to include all
water tariffs on one bill (drinking water
plus sewerage and wastewater taxes).
From that moment on, the ‘free’
amount of water was also taxed. As the
customer has to pay sewerage and
wastewater taxes on the total volume of
tap water, we can hardly speak of ‘water
for free’ anymore.

Paradox of water saving regulations
and investments
For the past few years every new house
built must have at least two waterutilising devices connected to a rainwater tank. From an environmental
point of view, it is logical that the use
of rainwater is promoted.
Unfortunately, in some dry and hot
periods, all of these rainwater tanks are
empty at the same time, creating peak
demands locally of tap water. Indeed,
the actual peak demands are much
higher than ten years ago, and are much
higher than the average consumption
on a yearly basis.To face this peak
demand, water companies are investing
a lot to reinforce their infrastructure,
without having the guarantee of a
payback on this upgrade.
A second improper effect of these
rainwater tanks is that there is less
consumption of tap water and that
travel time of potable water to the tap is
longer. In this case, the risk on quality
degradation of tap water is higher, and
the network needs more maintenance,
which must be paid for.
Paradox of cost recovery and
cost reduction
Total costs cannot easily be covered by
sales only. If a large part of the business
cost structure is fixed, the more
difficult it becomes, taking into
account the fact that water utilities in
particular have a huge infrastructure.
The fact that 99% of the infrastructure
is located below surface and invisible is
not a reason why the cost structure
should stay invisible too.
If we dig a little bit deeper and bring
the cost structure up to the surface, it
explains a lot.The tap water market is
quite mature which is not the ideal
situation from an economic point of
view, while the cost structure is quite
generic and consists mainly of the
following factors: remuneration;
depreciation; energy; raw material;
chemical products; contractors and
subcontractors; IT; and taxes. It is
evident that all these factors are closely
related to the activity of the water
sector, and that these factors are under
stress, especially in times of economic
stagnation.Aristotle should have
claimed the following:‘For a given
amount of work, you cannot save on
staff expenses and on outsourcing cost
at the same time and the same place,
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Potential solutions
It should be clear that paradoxes
cannot be solved by one single best
practice; it is often a combination of
different options, or a political choice.
From a business point of view,
delivering a given amount of water for
free is not really a viable option.
Alternative tariff setting and regulation
should focus on the specific customer.
Today, the Flemish government has a
database of information regarding
categories of customers, which is
linked to the billing process of
Flemish water companies who use this
information to set reductions for
wastewater taxes.This information can
be easily linked to a tariff setting
structure for potable water.
It is obvious that the use of rainwater
must be promoted from an ecological
point of view, but on the other hand,
water companies have an implicit or
explicit service level agreement with
their stakeholders/customers, focusing
on a 24 hour, seven days a week high
quality water delivery service.To cover
shortages caused by empty rainwater
tanks, utilities must invest a significant
amount in water production and
distribution infrastructure.This extra
investment in peak performance
should be reflected in the tariff
structure, if we really want to focus on
full cost recovery of water production
and distribution.
In the long term, when intelligent
metering is operational at a household
scale, it will be possible to raise tariffs
temporarily, for example during
periods of drought. Intelligent metering at a household scale creates new
opportunities, and will influence the
whole water market. Customer billing
strategies could change very quickly in
the near future due to the possibilities
of different tariffs for different times of
day, instant reading of water meters,
forecasting and so on. ●
Sources of information
IWA-International statistics for water
services 2007, the North European
Benchmarking Co-operation, and VMW
company data.
First presented at the 2nd IWA
International Conference on Water
Economics, Statistics and Finance held
in Greece 3-5 July 2009.

METERING

Debate encourages move towards a
metering strategy for England and Wales
currently paying too little for the water
they use, and in areas where the
majority of customers are already
metered, but less necessary in more
water-abundant areas.The interim
report also suggested that Ofwat,
working with other organisations,
should provide the leadership if a
widespread change of metering across
England andWales takes place.The
affordability of water bills with regards
to low-income households was a major
issue within the review, an issue which
varies across the country, being
especially significant in the SouthWest
Water region of England, so a highly
targeted approach is recommended.
‘Water is cheap for most people but
not everybody in this country,’ said
AnnaWalker, speaking at the Customer
MeteringWater 09 conference held in
London in September.‘The current
system we have does not allow us to
identify those who have issues paying
their bills.’
The issues of estimated population
growth, the cost of renewing largely
Victorian infrastructure, the cost to the
environment, abstraction and moving
wastewater all need to be taken into
account with regards to the costs and
benefits of metering, saidWalker, and
there is a need to incentivise people
into thinking more about the volume
of water they use. However, customers
should still have the choice to opt out
of having a water meter.
‘We can either achieve something in
dribs and drabs over a long period or
we can achieve something coherent
through strong leadership from Ofwat,’
she said with regards to developing a
more widespread system of metering
in water stressed areas.‘We believe
installation costs could be decreased
with a more systematic method of
metering as opposed to house by

With around a third of households currently metered, a
national review of charging for household water and
sewerage services in England and Wales aimed to assess
the effectiveness and fairness of current charging
methods. CATHERINE FITZPATRICK reports on the issues
surrounding water metering and the prospect of a
national metering strategy in the future.
urrently around 36% of
households are metered in
England and Wales, and metering
is rising at 2% a year through
people opting for a meter as well
as water companies having the
power to meter compulsorily on
change of occupier, under certain
conditions such as high discretionary use in the case of sprinklers and swimming pools, and in
areas of high water stress.
Everybody from the water utilities
to the UK government to regulatory
bodies and environmental agencies
seem to agree that metering is the way
forward with regards to contributing
towards tackling the issue of scarce
water resources, improving water
efficiency habits in the home,
providing a fair system of charging
people for the volume of water they
use, and reducing leakage. Despite this,
the majority of households in England
andWales remain unmetered, and the
barriers of cost and lack of willingness
by customers to opt for a meter have
to be addressed.

C

Regulation of charging
Charges for water and sewerage
services in England andWales are set by
Ofwat, the economic regulator of
water and sewerage providers, which
run on five-year cycles with a new
cycle,AMP 5, coming into force next
April and running until 2015. Ofwat
supports progress towards increasing
meter penetration, with its final
determinations recently published
saying:‘In the long term, we think that
all customers should pay for water
according to how much they use.
It is the fairest system of charging,
and it encourages consumers to use
water wisely.
‘Following this price review, we will
work with the Environment Agency
and other stakeholders to develop a
more robust framework and improved
evidence base for companies to assess
the costs and benefits of accelerated

metering and smart metering,’
it continues.
Although the final decision made by
Ofwat regarding the amount utilities
can bill their customers was closer to
water companies’ spending plans than
published in its draft decision, some
utilities will still see their average bill
reduced from their planned proposals,
and less money through billing means
less money for investing in infrastructure say the utilities, with the mean
average bills by 2015 about 10% lower
than asked for in business plans. Ofwat
replied that its aim was to keep bills
affordable for customers.‘People can
shop around for the best deal on many
things, but not water,’ commented
Regina Finn, CEO of Ofwat.‘That’s
why we’ve challenged the companies’
plans rigorously to ensure that customers get the best value for money.
‘Our decisions allow efficient,
well run companies to invest in the
right place at the right time for the
right price.’
Charging review
TheWalker report, an independent
review into charging for household
water and sewerage services in England
andWales, was proposed by Defra, the
Department for Environment, Food
and Rural Affairs, and begun in August
2008. Led by AnnaWalker, Chief
Executive of the Healthcare
Commission, the aim of the review was
to investigate metering as part of the
effectiveness and fairness of current and
alternative charging methods for
household water and sewerage services.
This included looking at the costs and
benefits of metering and the issue of
affordability in order to develop a fair
and sustainable system of charging.The
interim report was published in June
2009 with the final report due to be
published at the end of this year.
Findings published in the interim
report included the view that there was
a strong case for metering in water
stressed areas, where customers are

Anna Walker.
Credit: Defra
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house,’ she continued, but also added
that ‘metering is a means to an end and
a lot more work is needed in the
industry. People need to know more
about water efficiency, like they do
about waste and energy.’
When asked if there needs to be a
national strategy for implementing
increased metering,Walker answered:
‘Yes, we do need a national approach,
but this is not to say that the pace
shouldn’t be different.We do not
think that you need the same action i
n each area but we do need an overall
policy.’ She also warned that the issue
of water shortages needs to be
addressed sooner rather than later
by the water sector because ‘there
isn’t a crisis now but there could be
a significant one.’
Customer attitude to metering
Although some utilities may want to
introduce universal metering, one
barrier to this is that some people
simply do not want to be metered.
Concerns arise concerning the cost of
bills and whether these will increase
significantly once the property is
metered, for example if there is a large
family living there. People distrust the
motives of water companies and there
is a lack of willingness to pay for the
installation of a meter, as well as the fear
amongst some customers that they will
be ‘stuck’ with a meter once they have
got one.Added to this is the general
lack of interest in water and
sewerage services.
The report ‘Public understanding of
sustainable water use in the home’,
released in September, was undertaken
by the market research company
Synovate on behalf of Defra, and
explored the public opinion on water
use in the home and the willingness of
people to change their behaviour.The
report found that there was a lack of
knowledge regarding water scarcity and
that there were few incentives for
people to save water if they were not
on a meter, but if a meter was installed
this ‘increased water efficient behaviour
to some extent’. Environment Agencyfunded research undertaken by
Resource Futures, a waste management
and resource conservation consultancy
company, into attitudes towards water
efficiency in the home found that the
majority of people surveyed value
water and feel that saving water is
important, but that they also do not see
themselves as wasting water in their
day-to-day lives, just using it.The
results seem to show that increasing
knowledge about how to reduce water
consumption in the home made a
positive impact, but although people
understand how having a meter can
encourage the reduced use of water, the
cost of water remained a barrier.

Advantages and disadvantages
to metering
Defra, says Robert Canning, Head of
the Economic Regulation Branch –
Water Supply and Regulation
Division,‘want to see fair, affordable
and cost-reflective water and sewerage
charges and near-universal metering
before 2030 in water-stressed areas.’
The main benefits of metering say
Defra are fairness, reductions in
demand and leakage, reduced carbon
emissions through the reduced heating
of water in the house, and scope for
more innovative tariffs, but there is the
issue of selective compulsory metering
where a terraced house with no garden
may be metered compulsorily if it has
an outside tap, but a detached house
with a large garden may not be if it
does not have an outside tap, even
though a hose can be fitted to the
kitchen tap for watering. However,‘the
benefits of metering outweigh the costs
more often than they don’t,’ Canning
continued.
In the FutureWater report released
by Defra in February 2008, which set
out the Government’s water strategy
for England, the point was raised that
transitional problems can occur for
those who remain unmetered as more
people opt for one,‘including large
families in properties with low rateable
values’, and that ‘unmeasured charging
is based on rateable values which have
in most cases not been updated since
1973, are only used for water charging,
and are not aligned with the actual
value of a property or its household
size’. It was these concerns, compounded by the recession and subsequent
redundancies which have made it more
difficult for some people to pay their
utility bills, which require solutions to
safeguard the vulnerable.
Smart metering
In the energy sector, smart metering
has been mandated for the domestic
sector by the UK government in order
to reduce energy consumption, carbon
dioxide emissions, improve the infrastructure, and improve the security of
supplies. Roll out of smart meters for
gas and electricity will be by 2020,
allowing amongst others: remote
reading; two-way communication from
the meter to the supplier; compatibility
with a home area network; and support
of time of use tariffs for the changing of
the price of the service to reflect the
cost of provision.This has raised the
question of whether water services
can be incorporated into this smart
metering system.
AnnaWalker, discussing smart
metering at the customer metering
conference, pointed out that there is,
‘an apparent disconnection between
what’s happening in water and what’s
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happening in energy… it must be
in the national interest to bring
them together. I don’t know whether
smart metering is the way forward, but
the water sector needs to show leadership so this issue is investigated
thoroughly otherwise it will be a
national opportunity wasted.’
This is clearly a topic that requires
further discussion within the sector to
find out the frequency and type of data
which is required through metering,
how access to the network will operate, the positioning of water meters
and communication between this and
the home hub, and what benefits there
may or may not be for moving from
metering to AMR (Automatic Meter
Reading) for drive- or walk-by meter
readings, or intelligent/smart metering, which enables two-way
communication and the gathering
of more information about
customer behaviour.
The advantages to intelligent
metering, along with encouraging
water efficiency and reducing leakage,
include reducing the cost of collecting
billing data, improving understanding
of demand and the opportunity to use
tariff structures such as rising block or
seasonal, but this again raises the issue
of fairness and affordability.
The interimWalker report has
suggested the formation of a working
group by Ofwat, including the
Environment Agency and water
companies, to explore the possibilities
surrounding the involvement of the
water sector in smart metering, which
Ofwat in its final determination said it
will do at the beginning of next year,
saying:‘If, in light of this work, companies are able to demonstrate a clear
case for additional metering, we will
consider how to take this forward.’
In the immediate future, metering
across England andWales will increase
to a certain extent, with water companies spending £470 million ($769m)
on installing 2.4 million meters over
the next five year period. Ofwat
estimates that the number of households with a meter will increase to
50% by 2014/2015, with the largest
increase in areas of water stress where
the proportion will be around 57%.
‘There is… a mismatch between
how we value water now and how we
will need to do so in the future,’
comments AnnaWalker in the foreword of the draft customer charging
review.‘Customer and company
behaviour, as well as the charging and
regulatory systems, need to adapt so
the true value of water is fully
recognised and we are all incentivised
to use it more efficiently.
‘The current system still works
but we need to act now to avoid
future crises.’ ●

COMMUNICATION

Communicating the value of water in the
United States of America
In these days of climate change, the delivery of safe,
reliable, affordable and secure supplies of potable water
is an unrelenting challenge for water utilities, and as a
result, communicating the value of water to customers is
becoming increasingly important. EMMA HILLER takes a look
at how the water industry in the USA is stepping up to
the challenge.
n 2008, the Water Research
Foundation (WRF) (formerly
the American Water Works
Association Research Foundation
(AwwaRF)) published an introductory guide for water utilities
on how to communicate the value
of water (‘Communicating the
value of water’,AwwaRF, 2008).
The premise underlying theWRF
research project was:‘if customers
appreciate the value of a reliable supply
of high-quality water and understand
what is required to deliver it, they will
use this precious resource wisely and
will be willing to pay rates that support
the infrastructure necessary to maintain
reliability and quality.’
One of the authors of the guide,
Edward Means, from environmental
consulting firm Malcolm Pirnie, says
understanding what customers want
and value is critical to a utility’s ability
to craft and deliver successful messages
regarding the value of water.
Mr Means says a combination of
literature and research shows customer
priorities include four elements: safe
water; reliable water; fair and accurate
bills; and efficient customer service.
On the other hand, Mr Means says
utility leaders want: trust and credibility

I

that describes a handful of equivalents
to the billing unit that are meaningful.
‘For example, $40 bought the
equivalent of 30 lawn waterings, 5000
dishwasher cycles, 10,000 toilet flushes,
etc.Tying the price to the value
proposition is key,’ he says.
However, Mr Means says there are
four main areas that utilities must
address in order to successfully
communicate the value of water:
• Credible and assessable leaders
• Credible management of quality,
quantity, finance, and environment
• Thoughtful and consistent value
statements that are embedded in the
utility’s strategic plan (i.e. build your
brand) and echoed in day to day
communications regarding projects,
activities, investments, etc.
• Consistent interaction (revisiting)
with the community and their
values and correction of any ‘misalignments’ between the utility, its
practices and projects and the
community’s values.

with all stakeholders; to deliver safe
water; community support; and money
to achieve goals.
In order to guide water utilities on
how to achieve this balance through
communication planning, the research
project crafted a simple model
(see Figure 1).
Says Mr Means:‘It is fairly straightforward communications planning
with a significant emphasis on
understanding the community
dynamic surrounding the water/
value proposition.
‘The development of solid
“commitment statements” the utility
promises to deliver on are a key part of
communicating the value of water.’
Mr Means says one of the most
compelling findings of the work was a
very simple observation:‘[Utilities]
believe strongly in the value of
water. However the only regular
communication we have with our
customers is the water bill.
‘The evidence is strong that customers do not read the ‘insert material’
in bills.They read the amount of the
bill and possibly how much water was
used…The price has no relationship to
anything a customer values.’
Mr Means suggests including a table
Broken sprinkler
advertisement for
‘Use only what you
need’ campaign.
Credit: Denver
Water.

Case study: Denver Water – ‘use only
what you need’
Seeking new and effective methods of
communicating the value of water is an
ongoing challenge for DenverWater,
which has had an active water conservation programme since the 1970s.
In fact, creating a culture of water
conservation first dates back to 1936
when DenverWater advertised on
street trolleys asking customers to help
save water.
Located in the USA’s mid-west,
DenverWater is the oldest and largest
water utility in the state of Colorado,
servicing 1.3 million people, and its
service area gets by on an average
annual precipitation of only 16 inches
supplemented by water stored
in reservoirs.
A particularly severe drought in
2002-2004 called for extreme water
conservation methods, and as a result,
demand for treated water significantly
reduced in the water utility’s service
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Elevator
advertisement.
Credit: Denver
Water.

area. However, as the population served
by DenverWater is expected to increase
by 40 percent by 2050, the water utility
kicked off a ten-year plan in 2006 to
speed up the pace of water conservation.The aim of the plan was to reduce
overall water use from pre-drought
usage (2001) by 22 percent by 2016.
According to DenverWater’s
Manager of Community Relations,
Trina McGuire-Collier, the water
utility launched its ‘Use only what you
need’ communications campaign in
2006 following the worst drought in
over 100 years.
‘We had a plan to get a water use
reduction of 22 percent and the Board
actually accelerated that plan and said
we want to reach that goal by the year
2016,’ says Ms McGuire-Collier.
‘So we realised we needed to do
something more aggressive, really make
people aware of the need to use water
wisely, and really get them to change
their behaviour so that we can see that
kind of reduction.’
DenverWater enlisted the help of
award-winning advertising agency
Sukle Advertising & Design to help
create a highly engaging, humorous
and memorable campaign.
Says Ms McGuire Collier:‘We really
turned up the dial quite a bit this time
around because we knew we had to get

a lot of attention.’
The campaign kicked off using eyecatching orange and white billboards,
the hugely successful yard signs for
customers to display on their front
lawns, bus signs, and taxis, all
proclaiming the message ‘Use only
what you need’.
The power of advertising
Since its inception, the campaign has
also added a number of new elements,
such as an interactive website where
free wise-water-themed items are
available for customers to wear and
share; humorous viral videos, including
one featuring drunken flowers suffering from too much water to drink; and
adhesive posters for elevators in office
buildings and public areas made to look
like shower curtains with the message
‘Shower with friends…use only what
you need’.
This year the water utility also
redesigned their customer bills to help
brand them with the ‘Use only what
you need’ campaign, and included
water consumption information to
drive home the conservation message.
‘If you’re going to pay for advertising,
it’s got to be clever in some shape or
form, it’s got to be fairly unique, and it’s
got to be compelling,’ says Ms
McGuire-Collier.

Figure 1: Model for
developing plans to
communicate the
value of water.
Source:
‘Communicating the
Value of Water’,
AwwaRF, 2008.
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But, she says, the water utility
initially had to overcome some
hurdles within the organisation itself in
order for the campaign to be the
success it is today.
‘There were employees who felt that
perhaps we should be encouraging the
sale of water since that’s our only
source of revenue, so they weren’t as
supportive of the idea of encouraging
more conservation,’ she says,‘We
really had to identify ambassadors
within the organisation who believed
in conservation.
‘We had to engage employees in the
campaign, we provided them with the
freebies, and really had to spend a bit of
time with that.’
Ms McGuire-Collier said there was
also concern, mostly from Board
members, that the campaign needed to
take a much more serious tone.
‘The communications professionals
among us knew that if you really
wanted to get people to change – and
at that point after the drought we
didn’t have a crisis, we really had more
of an opportunity for us to shape a
culture – we felt we could get more
cooperation if we could engage them.
‘We thought, if you’re going to stand
out in this market with all the other
competing messages people are
getting, let’s find a way to do it
without scaring people and let’s have
some fun with it.’
And it seems the hard work has paid
off, with the water utility seeing a
reduction in water use by 18 percent
over the last few years compared to
pre-drought levels.The campaign was
also recently recognized byWRF,
winning the industry body’s Public
Communications Achievement Award
for 2008.
‘The campaign has been much more
successful than I think any of us ever
imagined,’ says Ms McGuire-Collier.
‘Something like 80 percent of people
that we serve were aware of the
campaign, they knew we were trying
to get that message across.
‘One of the great things about the
campaign is that the method we used
allowed people to participate, they
could take a yard sign and put it in
their yard and demonstrate their
commitment, and because we saw so
much of that participation, it really
showed us that we have people who
have embraced this and who believe in
it…that says to me that people are
changing.’ ●

About the author:
Emma Hiller is a Media Officer with
Yarra Valley Water, Victoria, Australia.
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Using communication to
break through the UK’s
sewer blockages
water companies have now developed
their own more targeted messages to
communicate the importance of using
the sewer correctly.
‘While a lot of water companies in
the UK still do refer to ‘Bag It and Bin
It’, quite a number now have their own
campaigns, which is really good news.
We would regard that as part of the
success of the whole enterprise over a
ten year period,’ he says.‘But we’re not
complacent,’ he adds.‘There is still the
need for continued awareness.The ‘Bag
It and Bin It’ campaign forms a very
good platform for the imaginative
campaigns water companies are
now running.’

Sewerage pipes are becoming the latest victims of swine
flu according to water companies in the UK, with the
number of sewers blocked by antiseptic hand wipes
being flushed down toilets on the increase. But it’s not
just sanitary items that are causing a strain on drains:
fats, oils and grease flowing into sewers are another main
cause of blockages, which are costing water companies
millions. EMMA HILLER delves into the UK’s underworld to see
how water companies are communicating with customers
to try and combat the problem.
icycle wheels, mobile phones,
spoons and even a cow’s
head…these are just a few of the
unusual discoveries that have been
found in the UK sewerage system.
A number of water companies
have embarked on active
communications campaigns to
educate customers on the risks of
using the sewerage system for
inappropriate items, with
backing from the national water
association,Water UK.
Barrie Clarke, Director of
Communications atWater UK, says the
national water association recognised
the need for an industry-led response
to tackle the issue, and helped establish
the national ‘Bag It and Bin It’
campaign in the mid 1990s.
The campaign aims to raise awareness of the cause of sewer blockages
and prevent Sewage Related Debris
(SRD) from littering British beaches
and riverbanks by encouraging people
to bag and bin disposable products
rather than flushing them down
the toilet.
According to Mr Clarke, an estimated two billion sanitary protection items
such as condoms, tampons, razors and
cotton buds are flushed down toilets
each year in the UK, with blockages
costing water companies between £15
and £20 million ($23.8 and $31.8
million) a year.
Mr Clarke says sewers were not
designed for this sort of waste and
despite the efforts of the water industry
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to remove these products from the
system, during times of heavy rainfall,
waste may also be washed into overflow pipes and end up in rivers or
the sea.
‘The industry joined together to set
up the ‘Bag It and Bin It’ campaign
over ten years ago now,’ says Mr Clarke,
‘but the need for this continued
awareness programme hasn’t gone
away.We know that there are something like 200,000 blockages a year in
the UK.
‘However, the ‘Bag It and Bin It’
campaign has been a great success, all
the water companies backed it and
many of them still do.’
Going forward, Mr Clarke says there
are a number of challenges faced by
water companies to successfully
communicate these messages
to customers.
‘The use of flushable products –
what are so-called ‘flushable’ products –
is potentially a real challenge and a
growing one,’ he says.‘Evidence from
some water companies show that use of
handwipes has increased because
people are worried about swine flu
infection, and there has been an
increase in blockages as a result.
‘We’re always looking for support
from other sectors, and have called on
personal product manufacturers to be
responsible, to understand why it
matters so much to our industry.’
Mr Clarke says the message behind
the ‘Bag It and Bin It’ campaign is
‘Think before you flush’, and says many

Fat carving
competition.
Credit: Anglian
Water.

Thames Water ‘Bin it – don’t block it’
One such imaginative campaign is
ThamesWater’s ‘Bin it – don’t block it’
campaign.
The UK’s largest water and sewerage
company, which services 13.6 million
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customers across London and the
ThamesValley, dealt with 55,000
blockages last year alone, costing the
company around £12 million
($19 million).
Following research byThamesWater
which found 41 percent of customers
flush unsuitable products down toilets,
and one in four women mistakenly
believe it is acceptable to flush sanitary
items, the water company launched
‘Bin it – don’t block it’ in August
this year.
Rebecca Johnson, Press Officer at
ThamesWater, says the water company
injected a touch of humour into
the campaign to try and get the
message across.
‘Obviously sewer flooding is not
a very glamorous subject, so we
thought one of the ways we could raise
awareness among our customers was to
do something a bit quirky,’ says
Ms Johnson.
The campaign has a number of
elements to it, including ‘celebrity’
flushers and television crews who
venture into the murky underworld of
London’s sewer system to help remove
build ups of fat and other products
blocking the sewers.
The water company’s website also
has a ‘squeamish’ photo gallery to show
the unpleasant effects of blockages – for
those who can stomach it – and profiles
of London’s ‘real’ sewer flushers to give
customers an insight into what these
workers have to deal with on a
regular basis.
Ms Johnson says the campaign has
shown that there is a real appetite for
this kind of portrayal of the sewer
network, as for most customers it is

‘out of sight, out of mind’.
‘People are fascinated by what goes
on,’ says Ms Johnson,‘It’s the ‘yuck’
factor too.’
According to Ms Johnson,Thames
Water’s next big campaign activity will
focus around Christmas, a period when
blockages typically increase due to fats
and oils from turkeys and other
cooking being poured down the drain.
South West Water ‘The Dirty Dozen’
WhileThamesWater is raising awareness on what goes on beneath the city
streets of London, SouthWestWater is
focusing on protecting the local
coastal waters.
Together with the Marine
Conservation Society (MCS), Surfers
against Sewage, and other organizations
concerned about the occurrence of
SRD in the water environment, South
WestWater helped launch the ‘Bag It
and Bin It’ campaign in the mid 1990s.
The water company provides water
and sewerage services to over 1.6
million people across Devon,
Cornwall and parts of Somerset and
Dorset, covering the south west coast
of England. Keeping local beaches and
waterways free of sanitary related
debris is a high priority for the water
company, which services a high
tourist population.
According toTessaTaylor,
Communications Officer at South
WestWater:‘Over 26 million people
visit the SouthWest each year, boosting
the region’s economy by around £8
billion ($12.7 billion). One of the main
reasons our region remains a popular
tourist destination is the quality of the
beaches and coastline.

Screens at
Crossness sewage
works in London
trapped with wet
wipes. Credit:
Thames Water.

‘In order to maintain this standard,
we really need people to be aware of
the importance of managing their
rubbish responsibly, and to heed the
message ‘Bag it and bin it’, and not
flush it away.’
MsTaylor says as part of SouthWest
Water’s community engagement
strategy, the water company takes its
‘customer caravan’ on the road to
major events in the local area such as
county shows, festivals, and surfing
events, so staff can reinforce the
message that sewers are for
sewage only.
‘Our campaign, launched in 2007,
highlights the 12 worst offending
items of blockages, sewer flooding and
pollution, which we’ve nicknamed
‘The Dirty Dozen’,’ MsTaylor says.
These include fats, oils, and grease;
food waste; cotton buds; tampon
applicators and wrapping; disposable
nappies; condoms; plastic bags; bandages and plasters; razor blades; baby
wipes; cleaning wipes and disposable
toilet brushes; and needles
and syringes.
‘Naming these items “The Dirty
Dozen” serves as a good reminder for
our customers as to what not to put
down the sewers,’ MsTaylor added.
In 2007, SouthWestWater ran a
summer campaign in partnership with
local authorities to raise awareness of
the effect on local beaches caused by
flushing inappropriate items down
the sewer. They sent information
packs including posters, stickers and
leaflets, to holiday parks, hoteliers, bars
and cafes in the area and launched the
campaign by commissioning a sculptor
to build a six foot toilet out of sand.
MsTaylor says this generated
significant media coverage for the
campaign, as well as attracting
attention from tourists and residents
throughout the summer.
Anglian Water ‘FOG recycling
scheme’
AnglianWater has similarly used
sculpture to raise awareness of sewer
blockages in its service area, but these
sculptures are of a different kind:
they’re made of lard.
The water company, which services
more than five million customers in
the east of England and Hartlepool,
sponsored a national ‘fat carving
competition’, which Media Manager,
Collette Nicholls, says generated huge
media interest.
AnglianWater operates over 38,000
kilometres of sewerage pipes, covering
the largest service area in the UK.
According to Ms Nicholls,Anglian
Water has predominantly been focusing its communications activities at
business customers, following research
that showed 71 percent of sewer
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blockages in its service area were
caused by build ups of fats, oils,
and grease (FOG) from
commercial kitchens.
‘Statistics show that the production
of cooking oil and fats has trebled since
the 1960s,’ she says.‘We must not
underestimate the very real dilemma
that irresponsible disposal of fats, oils,
and grease, poses.’
In 2007 the water company stepped
up its awareness programme to educate
business customers on the consequences of misusing the sewer, and
introduced free schemes to recycle
fats, oils, and grease before they enter
the sewer.
Ms Nicholls says builders, restaurants, guest houses, and hotels are being
encouraged to sign up to regulated,
regular and free schemes for the
collection of used FOG to be recycled
and converted into biodiesel.
‘We recognised there was a huge
missed opportunity for FOG to be
converted into biofuel, biodiesel
or electricity, particularly in this
day of climate change when it’s in
everyone’s best interest to reduce
energy consumption.
‘We’ve had hundreds of businesses
sign up for the free schemes by engaging them with things like leaflets and
freebies including plate scrapers.’

‘Bin it, don’t flush
it’ campaign by
South West Water.
Credit: Theo Moye/
apexnewspix.com

AnglianWater estimates that at any
one time there is 10,000 tonnes of fat
in its network of sewers, enough to fill
four Olympic-sized swimming pools.
If converted this would make enough
biodiesel to fuel 8000 family cars
for a year.
Ms Nicholls says the biggest barrier
in terms of engaging with businesses
customers has been the fact that there
are no established schemes between the
local water company, water authority
and collectors for the collection of
FOG from commercial kitchens.
‘Those businesses that have signed
up for our free schemes have done so
out of good will, which is good in
terms of getting the ball rolling, but
you have to have more than that,’ she
says.‘We’ve been lobbying with local
authorities to try and get protocols in
place for the collection of FOG from
commercial kitchens.’
But, in the meantime, the water
company is doing as much as it can to
create awareness about the issue,
including sponsoring the fat
carving competitions.
‘It’s about being clever, about being
imaginative and innovative,’ says Ms
Nicholls.‘These are the messages we
need to get out, and we need people to
sit up and take notice. It just needs
good clever thought, it doesn’t need

huge budgets.’
WhileThamesWater, SouthWest
Water and AnglianWater are each
crafting and delivering their own
specific messages to customers,
all of the water utilities agree that
often it’s just a matter of taking
advantage of cheap PR to raise
awareness of the issue.
So, although swine flu may not be
spelling the end of the sewerage system
as we know it in the UK just yet, it
certainly helps to generate good media
attention regarding the consequences
of misuse of the sewer.
Says Barrie Clarke:‘The main
challenge in the end is what goes on in
consumers’ minds.That’s why we need
awareness to be as high as it can.The
battle is never ever finally won, you’ve
got to keep on reminding people.
‘So by drawing attention to things
like the increase in swine flu handwipes
being flushed down the sewers, and as
the environmental message becomes
stronger across the board, this kind of
thing stands a better chance.’ ●

About the author:
Emma Hiller is a Media Officer with
Yarra Valley Water, Victoria, Australia.
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Tapping into research to inform demand management
strategies and effective communication
A new report has revealed research findings on New
Zealanders’ attitudes, behaviours, and perceptions of
household water use. EMMA HILLER speaks to Water NZ
Chief Executive Officer, PETER WHITEHOUSE, about what the
results mean for the New Zealand water industry.
he New Zealand government
has recently released a report
summarising research on
household water use which will
inform demand management
strategies and assist in communication with the public.
The report, titled ‘On tap?:Attitudes,
behaviours, and perceptions of household water use – informing demand
management’, presents existing and
new consumer research on attitudes to
water, population segmentations,
behaviours, and barriers and incentives
to action.

T

Barriers to behavioural change
Significantly, the research on attitudes
and behaviours towards household
water use show that although New
Zealanders see water as ‘precious’ they
also believe it is plentiful and limitless.
The report also notes:‘New Zealanders
have a fundamental belief that waste is
bad – but they also believe they have
the right to use water freely and
without restriction.’
It added,‘while they believe that
wastage is “bad”, they are reluctant to
hear messages asking them to modify
behaviours, because they see this as an
intrusion into their personal life.’
For instance, the report says that
while focus group participants understood that two-minute showers were
part of a community response to water
shortages, they believed that the
personal freedom to have a long shower
was an important aspect of being an
urban New Zealander.According to
the report, there is not a perceived need
to conserve water,‘because it rains all
the time’, and therefore water is viewed
as plentiful.
Water NZ Chief Executive Officer
PeterWhitehouse says while the report
findings are concerning, they are not
surprising:‘New Zealanders have a
generally low level of understanding of
water availability, distribution, and the
costs of treatment, disposal, etc.There is
a widespread perception that water is
“free”. Our largest population centre,
the Auckland region, employs domestic
water metering and volumetric

charging.With exceptions, most other
centres don’t do this, employing instead
uniform annual charging.While things
are changing, a similar concept of
“free” water is common in rural areas.’
MrWhitehouse says during the
summer months many parts of New
Zealand do experience dry conditions,
and while various utilities employ a
variety of conservation measures, there
is still a clear need for a national
awareness campaign on the importance
of water conservation, not only during
stressed periods, but all year round.
Tools for reducing demand
To help address the problem,Water NZ
has recently prepared and widely
distributed a publication,‘The case for
demand management in council water
supplies’1 to relevant stakeholders.
This particular publication argues
that demand management should
become an integral part of water
services planning by councils around
the country, and outlines a range of
drivers from legislative to environmental; plus the benefits of a demand
management programme – from
immediate cost savings to resilience to
changing climate over the long term.
‘Water New Zealand also promotes
universal metering as one tool to
promote the “value” concept of water,’
says MrWhitehouse.
This idea is also reiterated in the
New Zealand Government’s ‘On tap?’
report, which states:‘Water metering
and volumetric charging is a common
demand management approach to
incentivise households to
conserve water.’
However, the report also makes note
of the tension between the introduction of water metering being seen as
revenue generating, versus responsible
forward planning.According to the
report, these barriers to greater engagement with water conservation still
seem to stem from a lack of perceived
need to conserve. It notes:‘while
environmental concerns are important
for some, for most, saving money or
saving energy are the key motivators.’
MrWhitehouse saysWater NZ
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Peter Whitehouse,
Chief Executive
Officer of Water NZ

recognises this but,‘While cost savings
are an important factor, the key
message requiring communicating is
the critical importance of water to
economic advancement and
social, cultural and environmental
well-being.’
The following key principles for
communicating with the public came
out of the research:
• Do not assume understanding of the
need to conserve water.
• The environment is not a
key motivator.
• Appeals to frugality are likely to be
more successful.
• Saving money is important.
• Making one-off actions is easier than
changing habits.
• Water use behaviours can be
very personal.
• Show people what wastefulness
looks like.
• Do not blame residents for
water problems.
• Use trusted messengers.
For MrWhitehouse, however, there is a
‘clear and pressing need for more
fundamental behavioural changes,’
rather than one-off changes such as
water efficient appliances.
But whichever path the New
Zealand water industry decides to take
to successfully communicate these
demand management messages to the
public, by understanding public
attitudes, behaviours, and perceptions
of household water use, the first – and
most significant – step has already
been taken. ●
References
1
http://www.waternz.org.nz/
documents/publications/waternz_
the_case_for%20_dm.pdf
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Urban water challenges in
the informal settlements of
Kisumu, Kenya
There are numerous challenges in attaining the 2015
millennium development goals (MDGs) in informal
settlements in developing countries. Kisumu in Kenya
faces an acute lack of access to quality water, with all the
problems that brings. GERRYSHOM MUNALA looks at the
complexity of the issues facing the Kisumu Water and
Sewerage Company and how they might
be addressed.
ne of the keys to development is a properly functioning urban infrastructure, especially
essential services such as water. It
is therefore sad to note that at the
start of the 21st century one in five
people in the developing world –
some 1.1 billion in all – lack access
to clean water (UNDP, 2006).This
statistic is so familiar it needs no
further comment. But what do
these numbers mean in practice?
How do these people survive?
What are the challenges they face?
It is generally agreed that water is an
essential of life, so adequate supplies of
good quality water must be provided.
There are numerous attributes of ‘good
quality’ water according to Gray
(1994), including that it should be
palatable with no pathogenic or
harmful organisms, and a low organic
content. If this is the benchmark, then
water in the city of Kisumu in Kenya
falls far below the standards.
It is estimated that 60% of Kisumu’s
population live in the city’s informal
settlements, where 95% of inhabitants
are not connected to a piped water
supply, and the settlements are increasing in size at a rate of 7% to 12% each
year.Around 43% of the city’s residents
are poor, living on less than $1 a day.
The utility company, KisumuWater
and Sewerage Company (Kiwasco),
produces 18,000 m3/d of water
compared to an estimated demand of
50,000 m3/d, and suffers 70% nonrevenue water (NRW) losses.Adding to
these problems, the population has
increased more than tenfold since 1969
and lakeVictoria, which supplies 92%
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of the city’s water, is polluted and its
levels are dropping. Not surprisingly,
water-related diseases are increasing.
Kisumu’s many problems are mainly
man-made.The burden of water
service provision weighs upon its
residents, especially those living in the
informal settlements.The city has failed
to capitalise on the advantages of urban
areas such as economies of scale and
agglomeration – the city has 828
people per square kilometre
(UN-HABITAT, 2004) –
particularly in the provision of piped

Shallow well in a
questionable
environment.
Credit:
Gerryshom Munala.

systems. However potential disadvantages, such as the increased risk of
infectious disease outbreaks when
water systems fail, pose great risks.
It is believed that 40% of the
population enjoys a piped water supply
(UN-HABITAT, 2004). Paradoxically,
water coverage does not necessarily
translate to access to water, as some
areas covered by the network have no
supply due to low pressure, vandalised
pipes and high NRW losses.The water
distribution system was constructed in
the 1930s to serve a population of
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around 10,000 (UMP, 2003).Today, the
same infrastructure is expected to serve
a population 50 times greater.
Kisumu has experienced sporadic
and spontaneous population growth,
especially in the squalid informal
settlements, whose residents mainly live
in circumstances where both life and
health are threatened by diseases
associated with poor water quality.
Sewage and septic tank effluent is
discharged into stormwater drains,
contaminating lakeVictoria, which is
also the town’s main source of water.
This practice causes ecosystem damage
and increases the incidence of waterrelated diseases.The cholera outbreak
reported by the Kisumu East Ministry
of Health office on 12 July 2007 in the
Manyatta settlement (Kenya Red Cross
Society, 2007) confirms the poor state
of the city’s water services.
The city’s water infrastructure is
estimated to consist of around 112km
of distribution mains, 81% of which
were laid before the 1970s (JICA,
1998). Bursts occur frequently due to
poor maintenance, and the current
NRW losses are reported as 66% and
75% by SANA (2007) andWASREB
(2008) respectively, with an average
of around 70% (Biesinger and
Richter, 2007).
This situation has its roots in a
previous inappropriate water policy
that paid little attention to system
maintenance and rehabilitation.Water
quality has also deteriorated as a result.
Whether or not Kisumu achieves its
ambitious millennium development
goals (MDGs) depends on tackling
these challenges.
Urban challenges to water services:
contamination of water sources
Kisumu gets water from a bewildering
array of sources, the majority of which
are suspect (see Figure 1). Kiwasco’s
primary network functions alongside a
wide variety of providers, many of
which are intermediaries that provide
unofficial ‘pipes’ between sources
and households.
LakeVictoria, Kisumu’s main source
of water, is the world’s second largest
freshwater resource. Recently, its water
level has fallen significantly – in late
2003, it had dropped over 1.1m from
the ten-year average, and in 2005 the
lake was around 10.69m below this
point, its lowest level since 1951
(USDA, 2005).The causes are drought
(around 45%) and excessive releases
from the Owen Falls dam (Kull, 2006).
Over the past four years, the water
level in lakeVictoria has dropped by a
further 1.5m, bringing it to just
170mm above the lowest level ever
recorded in 1923 (ibid).This shrinkage
is of great concern as the lake provides
92% of Kisumu’s piped water. On top

of this, the lake is suffering heavy
contamination from a number of
sources. JICA (1998) reports turbidity
varying from 2 to 17 NTU, and
eutrophication has promoted the
emergence of water hyacinth (a water
weed), which has engulfed large
sections of the lake and has proved
difficult to eradicate despite
significant efforts.
Because of the plant-based fibre
flocs, the water supply has taste and
odour problems. In addition, Kiwasco’s
water section has identified eutrophication as a reason for the increase in water
treatment costs at its lake water
treatment plant. Causes include the use
of pesticides, the clearance of forests to
create farmland in the upper mountain
ranges where most of rivers feeding the
lake rise, and livestock, industrial and
domestic effluents, which contain high
phosphorus and nitrogen loads
(Osienala, 2002).
It is estimated that between 5000 and
22,000t of phosphorous enters the lake
Victoria basin’s aquatic systems each
year (Wanjala, 2007).Adding to the
contamination are other shoreline
activities such as the booming car
washing industry. Other culprits
include industries sited along the
shallow beaches, wastewaters from
garages and vehicle parking bays,
and bathing.
Effluents from factories and sewage
continue to wreak havoc on the lake.
These effluents enter the lake via the
Winam gulf, a relatively shallow lagoon
with a mean depth of 6.8m (JICA,
1998) and a surface area that comprises
1400km2 of the lake’s total 68,800km2.
In effect, Kisumu has turned its main
water source into a giant septic tank.
The Kibos river is the city’s other
source of piped water, entering into
supply via the 1400m3/day capacity
Kajulu water treatment plant (JICA,
1998).The river is exposed to pollution
from agricultural runoff laced with
pesticides and farm chemicals, and
the destruction of forests and other
environmental degradation upstream
continues to be a major factor in the
river’s rapidly worsening water quality.
Water vendors, generally referred to
as ‘human pipes’, distribute water door
to door in the city using hand operated
pull-carts.The lowest standards are to
be expected from such operators, and
that is what they give the residents of
Kisumu. Much of the water they vend
is obtained from the city’s 1000-plus
shallow wells, for which there is no
guarantee of quality of installation,
protection and maintenance.The
turbidity of the water from these
shallow wells has been found to be in
the range of 40 to 80 NTU (JICA,
1998) –WHO guidelines recommend
5 NTU, but in practice in many
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Figure 1:
Chain of water
supply in
the informal
settlements.

countries the level is 2 NTU, so these
waters are clearly unsuitable for
consumption. Some water is even
scooped from the pools that form
following pipe bursts.
As a consequence, households incur
extra expense on precautionary
measures such as boiling, filtering, and
chemicals.They also have to buy
medicines and medical treatment for
waterborne diseases like diarrhoea,
gastro-enteritis, cholera, and even skin
diseases as a result of bathing in
contaminated water.They also pay
fines (for illegal tapping) or pay for
protection from local muscle-men so
they can keep their illegal connection
to the water main.
Where residents opt for cheap
water, they have to do with carrying
heavy loads for long distances. Due to
the distances covered per day with a
heavy load of water on their heads, the
womenfolk complained of chest
complications and fatigue. Further,
other survival tactics including water
re-use and rationing are rampant in an
effort to reduce water consumption
and costs.
Environmental degradation
Apart from the high level of population growth, environmental degradation – mainly from poor solid waste
disposal – affects the quality of water
the residents receive. Research by Carl
Bro indicated that around 400t of solid
waste is generated daily.The local
authority collects 10% of this, and
private collectors deliver a further 40t
(10%) to the dump (Carl Bro report,
2001).The remaining 80% accumulates on the streets.
The deteriorating urban environment contributes significantly to water
contamination. Because of the breakdown in the city’s waste collection
operations most of the waste ends up
in the stormwater drains, causing
blockages. Street litter, fertilisers,
pesticides, herbicides, motor oil,
household hazardous wastes and paint
are just a few of the other pollutants
entering the storm drains. From the
storm drains, this polluted water
discharges into local streams and
ponds, and ultimately into the lake or
underground aquifers.This has
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impacted tremendously on water
quality and the general integrity of
the city’s water resources.
The lack of space means latrines are
built very close to dwellings: many are
shallow and inevitably overflow during
the rainy seasons.These have become
breeding grounds for bacteria, viral
strains of typhoid, cholera and
dysentery and a haven for infestation
by disease carriers such as insects
and vermin.
Population growth
The rapid, spontaneous population
growth being experienced in Kisumu,
and the contrast with the slow growth
of water infrastructure, is typical of
many Kenyan towns.There are three
main reasons for the high population
growth rate (2.8% per year): increasing
migration from rural areas; the expansion of the urban centre to encompass
new areas; and the attraction of the city
as the sole local economic hub.
The population explosion threatens
Kisumu’s existence.The city’s urban
population grew from 32,400 in 1969
(JICA, 1998) to around 345,000 in
1999 (UN-HABITAT, 2004), a tenfold increase. Current estimates suggest
the total population is in the range of
500,000, around 300,000 (60%) of
whom live in the various informal
settlements, such as Manyatta,
Nyalenda, Bandani, Obunga and
Nyamasaria, which lie within the periurban areas of the city (UN-HABITAT/UNEP, 2005).
Despite this growth, the water
supply is still just 18,000 m3/d, with an
estimated 70% NRW losses. Demand is
estimated at 50,000 m3/d.Although
around 112km of distribution pipes
have been laid, a continuous water
supply is only available in limited areas.
Outside these, water is supplied

Figure 2:
The main sources
of water in three
prominent informal
settlements.

intermittently or not at all. Kiwasco
attributes this mainly to low pressure in
the pipes, illegal connections, bursts
and diversions by unscrupulous
residents among other reasons. Even
within the supposedly networked
areas, there are significant numbers of
people who are not connected directly
to the Kiwasco water supply system,
but obtain their water from questionable sources such as shallow wells,
rivers, springs and rainfall.
In the informal settlements, an
estimated 95% of the residents are not
connected to the network.The water
vendors, who provide much of the
potable water, do brisk business selling
water at $0.029 to $0.43 per 20 litre
jerry-can (translating to between $1.4
and $21.4/m3).Their water sources are
contentious and the quality is doubtful
(Figure 2).
Socio-economic challenges
Managing water services in Kisumu’s
informal settlements requires a
thorough understanding of the role
poverty plays in these areas. Of
Kisumu’s 500,000 urban dwellers, an
average of 43% are poor, living on less
than $1 per day (Kenya National
Bureau of Statistics, 2007). Households
therefore obtain their water services
from the most flexible and innovative
service providers available.
Poor water services in Kisumu not
only deprive the residents of health,
but also impact on their productivity
and condemn them to live in miserable
and unhealthy conditions.
Planning challenges in the
informal settlements
As might be expected, the peri-urban
areas are the most affected by poor
planning. In Kisumu, these areas
expand at 7-12% annually (Mireri,

Letema and Majale, 2007) and are
synonymous with dense unplanned
(informal) settlements.These are often
unrecognised and sidelined by the local
authority, and lack basics such as water,
sewerage, roads and solid waste
services.The pressure of these
settlements on the urban environment
is increasing as they are viewed as an
‘invasion’ of the urban areas by ‘the
masses’ and considered a social evil that
must be eradicated.
The cost of space is also significant,
as dwellings in the informal settlements
are small. In an earlier study, the
average dwelling in these areas was
found to be 10 to 20 m2 for a four to
eight person household (Drangert,
2004).As a 20 litre jerry-can (with a
radius of 300mm) occupies approximately 0.09m2, they compete for space
with other vital assets. On average, the
author’s survey in the informal settlements found that households have six
jerry-cans each, which means the
amount of space lost to cans in these
tiny dwellings is between 2.7% to 5.4%
per household.
Interventions
It is clearly evident that a number of
interventions are necessary if the
MDGs are to be attained by 2015.
Kiwasco has the key responsibility to
provide access to quality water for its
residents.This article suggests an
adaptive tripartite intervention strategy
that involves planning, environmental
management and socio-economic
measures that will create sustainable
urbanisation.
Planning and control of the spontaneous
informal settlements
As exemplified by Kisumu, urbanisation is seen as an engine of growth and
prosperity. Its negative attributes,
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however, have created unsatisfactory
living conditions devoid of necessary
amenities like water. It is therefore
important that the growth of
unplanned settlements is checked
through proper urban planning
policies that deal proactively with slum
growth.While these policies are being
put in place, the existing informal
settlements should be upgraded
through joint public-community
private partnerships that ensure ownership remains with communities, while
soft loans are given to individuals
through municipal guarantees to
develop their plots.
Policy change on solid waste management
Like in any successful venture, a clear
analysis and understanding of local
conditions, a full range of technological
options and factoring in the traditional
wisdom and systems developed by local
people over time in handling waste is
fundamental to creating a viable and
sustainable system. In Kisumu, exploring the technical and commercial
feasibility of labour-intensive, decentralised composting, and promoting the
4Rs (reduce, reuse, recycle, and recover
waste) would be a viable option.
Activities would include separating
and sorting wastes at a household level,
house-to-house waste collection,
decentralised composting of collected
bio-waste, and marketing of compost
and recyclables. However, all this must
be underpinned by sound legislation
and management practices backed by
all stakeholders. In essence it means
waste, especially solid waste, has to be
recognised as an economic resource
and not something for disposal.This
can be achieved by managing waste
from the source.Therefore, the 4Rs
should be the 5Rs - rethinking,
recovery, reduction, reuse, and
recycling.The objective in this
approach is to build a cohesive and
integrated working framework to
tackle solid waste challenges.
Protection of water catchment areas
This ongoing water pollution of
surface and groundwater resources in
Kisumu is exacerbating water scarcity
because it is limiting use, or imposing
higher water treatment costs on users
and the Kiwasco treatment plants.
Continued pollution will make water
treatment more expensive as more
stages of treatment will be required to
make the water fit for public consumption.To end the pollution, the catchment areas need to be better protected.
Protecting surface water is of the
utmost importance as the city relies
heavily on treated surface waters.The
danger of contaminated surface water
could be considerably and inexpensively reduced if the city’s water was drawn

from boreholes that were artificially
recharged using surface waters.The
groundwater recharging process helps
to naturally purify water as it travels
through the various strata, in the
process being enriched and at the same
time eliminating harmful substances
and bacteria.
Stricter enforcement of environmental
regulations
While rules and regulations for waste
disposal exist, their enforcement is
seriously deficient. In Kenya, the
Environmental and Coordination Act
(EMCA) 1999 (which came into effect
in 2000), is the key legislation that
brings together environmental
protection matters. EMCA created the
National Environmental Management
Agency (NEMA), which coordinates
other government and non-government institutions on environmental
issues. However, NEMA still has the
major challenge of ensuring its rules
and regulations are followed by the
many institutions and individuals
involved. It is hope that with time,
NEMA will enforce its environmental
policies in all sectors.
Conclusion
Kisumu’s many challenges cannot be
tackled separately as they are interlinked. A significant proportion of its
residents suffer both a chronic and
acute lack of water services.This is not
just due to inadequate water production, but also other factors such as high
poverty levels, high unemployment and
varying employment regimes, underdeveloped infrastructure, poor environment management and so on. Kiwasco
should seek to address this by employing integrated approaches that aim to
improve water supply services while
encouraging proper management of
the environment. ●
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